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I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this investigation was to study in both analytical 
end experimental detail the possible utilization of thin single domain 
ferromagnetic films of 80-20 permalloy in electronic engineering devices. 
Such magnetic films have heretofore been limited largely to use in digit­
al computer memory systems although other applications seem economically 
feasible and practical. This type of thin film was first devised some 
six or seven years ago. Since then they have been rather extensively 
studied in an attempt to solve the problems of fabrication ease end of 
operational speed in digital computer systems. Inasmuch as most of the 
investigatory studies have been made by computer organizations, it is 
understandable why many of the noncomputer possibilities have heretofore 
gone uninvestigated. 
Since both the thin magnetic film technique and some of the appli­
cations to be investigated are rather new developments which date back 
only to the last half dozen years or so, this introductory section is di­
vided into two parts, the first part referring to thin film history end 
properties and the second part referring to the parametric type of appli­
cations in which nonlinear reactances are utilized. 
A. Magnetism end Thin Films 
The films being considered in this thesis are made of a nickel-iron 
alloy of approximately 80 percent nickel end 20 percent iron. Commonly 
referred to as 80-20 permalloy, this material is vacuum deposited on thin 
substrates of glass, mica or plastic although glass is the most common. 
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The choice of this composition was dictated in part from the unavailabili­
ty of other types of films and in part from the fact that films of this 
type possess some very desirable characteristics such as low anisotropy 
and low magnetostriction coefficients. These films are flat pill box 
shaped bodies that may vary in shape from being elliptical to being rec­
tangular. Typical films can be in the order of 100 to 10,000 angstroms 
thick and may have surface areas of several square centimeters. In ad­
dition to vacuum deposition, electrodeposition has been studied in some 
laboratories. Other ratios of constituent materials and even other ma­
terials altogether might be useful in accentuating certain properties for 
specific device applications. Experiments with other types of deposition 
and with other materials are deemed to be outside the scope of this thesis 
and, although interesting end potentially very important, will not be con­
sidered further in it. 
Before discussing the properties of thin ferromagnetic films, a brief 
discussion of isotropic bulk ferromagnetic material is in order. The term 
isotropic here means that the material when viewed as a bulk sample has no 
preferred magnetic directions. Mien a macroscopic sample of such material 
is examined in microscopic detail, it is experimentally discovered that it 
is subdivided into a large number of small regions called magnetic do­
mains, each of which is spontaneously magnetized to saturation. Adjoining 
domains will have their magnetization in different directions. A "de­
magnetized" sample of a ferromagnetic material is "demagnetized" only in 
the sense that the arrangement of the domains within the sample is such 
that there is a zero net flux for the sample as a whole, i.e., the domains 
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are so oriented that the magnetic flux circuits lie entirely within the 
sample. This implies a very high degree of ordering of the domain con­
figurations rather then just any arbitrary random arrangement. 
Between one domain end another is a narrow transition region called 
a domain wall; a domain wall consists of the region where the direction of 
the magnetic dipoles arising from the spin of ferromagnetic electrons 
gradually changes from being parallel with the magnetization of one do­
main to being parallel with the magnetization of the other domain. The 
width of a domain wall is in the order of a thousand angstroms while the 
width dimensions of a domain are in the order of several tens of thousand 
angstroms. The length may be several millimeters or more. For a dis­
cussion of the factors which determine these dimensions, the reader is re­
ferred to the works of Kittel and others (1-4). 
When an external magnetic field is applied to the sample, some of the 
magnetic dipoles in the domain walls, which are relatively close to a do­
main whose magnetization vector is more or less parallel with the di­
rection of this external field, tend to align themselves with the domain 
under the influence of this slightly increased force. At the same time, 
dipoles close to a domain wall in domains antiparallel to the external 
field tend to be rotated slightly out of parallel coincidence with their 
parent domain and to became a part of the domain wall. In this way do­
main walls tend to move under the influence of external magnetic fields 
with the domains parallel to the external field growing at the expense of 
the antiparallel domains. This then gives a net magnetization along the 
direction of the applied field. This substantially increases the magnetic 
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flux density over what it would be if the material were not present. This 
is, for the most part, a low field phenomenon. By the time sufficiently 
high fields are reached, essentially all the antiparallel domains have 
been engulfed by the parallel domains. However, a few domains usually 
remain which were originally perpendicular to the direction of the ap­
plied field. The force on the magnetic dipoles in these domains in­
creases as the field increases causing them to tend to rotate end to be­
come parallel to the applied field. Because of crystalline anisotropy, 
this domain rotation usually requires considerably more force than domain 
wall movement and as such is a high field phenomenon. Ferromagnetic 
materials are normally magnetized by a combination of domain wall 
movements and domain rotations. 
"When a thin film of 80-20 permalloy is vacuum deposited on a sub­
strate in the presence of an external magnetic deposition field of a few 
oersteds parallel to the plane of the film, the atomic struc vre of the 
film is ordered in such a manner that it possesses an uniaxial anisotropy 
along an axis parallel to the original direction of the deposition field. 
Hereafter this direction will be called the "easy" or the "rest" direction 
of magnetization. The direction normal to the rest direction but still in 
the plane of the film will be called the "hard" or the "transverse" di­
rection. Later, in discussions relative to the application of these films 
for device purposes, it is convenient to call these directions the "pump" 
and the "signal" directions respectively. 
"When the thickness of the film is less than the dimensions of a 
normal domain, one would not expect to find a domain wall existing through 
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the thickness of the film. If a film possessed true uniaxial anistropy, 
the magnetic moments of the ferromagnetic electrons would have a preferred 
alignment either parallel to or antiparallel to the easy direction* The 
application of a small magnetic field along the easy direction would cause 
any existing domain walls to move until only domains parallel with this 
field are left. Since this is demain wall movement rather than rotation, 
removal cf the external field should leave the entire film as one single 
domain. However, with the lateral dimensions of a film being many times a 
domain dimension, one would expect that it would be fairly easy to cause a 
thin film in a single domain state to break up into a multiple domain 
state. 
In practice, it is found that the film can actually exist in a multi­
ple domain state or in a nearly single domain state. In the latter 
instance, there are usually some small parasitic domains around the edges 
of the films which, in the absence of a bias field, are not aligned along 
the easy direction of the majority of the film. 
In an MES units system, the vector magnetic flux density B in a mag­
netic domain is given as 
B • Uq E + M 1 
where |i0 is the permeability of free space, H is the total magnetic field 
intensity at the point of interest and M is the vector saturation magneti­
zation per unit volume of material. For the great majority of appli­
cations of interest, the magnitudes of M and H are such that M » n0 H. 
Now if one were to take a reasonably good single demain film and in­
vestigate its hysteresis loop characteristic along the easy direction, it 
is easy to visualize on the basis of the preceding discussion, that one 
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should expect to observe a square hysteresis loop. Consider, for 
instance, a magnetic field H increasing antiparallel to the magnetization 
M of a good single domain film. At a certain value of H and at some point 
or points in the film such as at discontinuities in the crystalline 
structure, domains with a magnetization parallel to H will nucleate. 
These domains will then grow very rapidly until all the dipoles in the 
film have been reversed. To nucleate a domain in the presence of the ef­
fective field of the film due to its magnetization requires a substantial 
external field. Until this value of field is reached there will be no 
noticeable effect on the film. As soon as it is exceeded, however, a 
rapid reversal of magnetization takes place giving rise to a square loop 
hysteresis characteristic. On the other hand, if a transverse direction 
hysteresis loop is investigated one would expect that rotation would occur 
so that the characteristic curve should be closed and fairly linear as a 
function of exciting field strength until the magnetization is rotated 
parallel to the transverse axis. At this point, the flux density would be 
a maximum end the material would be saturated in the transverse direction. 
Hysteresis loop characteristics of these types for good films are fairly 
easily demonstrated experimentally indicating that the actual film is es­
sentially a single magnetic domain. 
The early interest in the magnetic properties of thin films came as a 
part of an extensive program of investigation of magnetism in general 
based in part, at least, on the increased engineering application and the 
demand for magnetic materials with more optimum properties. It had been 
well known for some time that as one rolled a nickel-iron permalloy tape 
thinner and thinner its hysteresis loop grew more square. Blois (6) sug­
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gested that one could obtain the equivalent of a very thin tape by the e-
veporation of a permalloy film a few thousand angstroms thick onto a 
suitable substrate. Kittel earlier had predicted that such a thin film 
should be able to exist as a single magnetic demain. Blois' success in 
producing films with good square hysteresis loop characteristics led him 
to propose the possible use of such a film es a binary data storage ele­
ment. This led to an intensive program of investigation of thin ferromag­
netic films primarily for computer memory applications -which is still con­
tinuing (6-16). 
In investigating the dynamical behavior of thin films under high 
speed switching end other high frequency excitations, several of these in­
vestigators (11-14) refer to a phénoménologieal theory of rotational 
processes formulated by Landau and Lifshitz (17) and later modified 
somewhat by Gilbert (18). Gillette and Oshima's (13) approach to this 
problem will be utilized later in devising a high frequency model for an 
inductor with a thin film core. 
B. Nonlinear Reactances and Parametric Devices 
Concurrent with the materials work described in the preceding para­
graphs, considerable effort has been expended in the use of nonlinear re­
actance elements as modulators, demodulators, mixers and as parametric 
amplifiers (19-36). "When a signal is impressed across an inductance or a 
capacitor whose value is being periodically varied in time, many new 
frequencies arise. These new frequencies ere involved combinations of the 
original frequencies and of their harmonics. By proper tuning techniques 
the power of some of these frequencies can be suppressed while the power 
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of others allowed to flow. One method of achieving this periodically 
varying reactance is to impress a large local oscillator "pump" signal a-
cross the nonlinear reactance element at the same time as a small signal 
is applied. Manley and Howe (35-36) discuss some of the general proper­
ties of such systems. They show that, given a system in -which both the 
pump and the signal vary sinusoidally at a frequency of fp end fs re­
spectively, one has, for the case where the reactance has no hysteresis, 
the two independent relations 
OP OP «R, y v - o 
L  L  Bfp * nf „ 
m"0 n"-® 
Here Pm n is the average power input to the reactance at the frequencies 
f • l|mfp + nfg|. For a detailed analysis of the implications of these 
relations, the reader is referred to the original articles. 
Briefly, however, these relations indicate that a large power gain 
can be achieved by frequency upconversion from an fs such that f8« fp to 
a new frequency f+ " fp + fg by the interaction of fg with fp. They also 
indicate that when an ffl such that fg < fp interacts with fp to give 
f_ • fp • fs, it is possible for both the frequencies ffl and f_ to absorb 
power from the pump supply. This is what makes a parametric amplifier 
possible. Of course, instead of f8 and fp, some harmonic terms of these 
frequencies might have been used instead. The analysis would have been 
similar. 
In order to function, a parametric amplifier must have power present 
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at frequencies fs and f_ as well as at the pump frequency fp. This then 
requires that, for efficient operation, tuned circuits be used to mini­
mize circuit reactance and to maximize output power. The system oper­
ation, then is such that power is transferred frcan the pump circuit to 
the fg and f_ circuits, usually called the signal and the idler circuits 
respectively. The power, for instance, transferred into the signal 
circuit, adds to the power of the signal already there and reinforces it. 
Thus one has an amplifier. Power gains in the order of 20 decibels are 
reasonable. If the power input from the pump is increased to the point 
where more power is supplied to the signal end idler circuits than re­
quired to overcome losses, the system will be regenerative and oscillate 
at two frequencies simultaneously, one frequency near fB and the other 
near f_. 
The majority of the devices described to date use the nonlinear 
voltage-capacitance characteristics of back-biased junction diodes as 
their nonlinear reactive element. Devices of this type have been made to 
operate successfully up to frequencies of several kilomegacycles per 
second. Some devices have also been made that use ferrites. The large 
volume and large demagnetizing fields of the ferrites used in the devices 
that have been considered so far necessitates high pump power levels. 
This appears to make them impractical for extensive application in the 
area of parametric devices. 
Thin films of many magnetic materials which advantageously use the 
strong demagnetizing fields normal to the plane of the film and at the 
same time have low internal losses because of small volume show promise 
for use as nonlinear reactance elements. Details of the latter will be 
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considerably expanded in later sections of this thesis. 
One of the advantages of nonlinear reactance devices is the possi­
bility of relatively low noise operation. Utilized as the first ampli­
fying stages of sensitive microwave or other high frequency receivers, 
vastly improved system performance is possible. Although not as low noise 
a device as the maaer, it is nevertheless possible to build a receiving 
system whose receiver noise is at least comparable to the sky noise from 
an antenna system beamed directly overhead. Some discussions of relative 
noise measurements are given by Heffner (29, 30) and by Wade (32). 
"When a degenerate parametric amplifier with only one resonant circuit 
tuned to fg • f„ • fp/2 is "pumped hard", the circuit will oscillate at 
the frequency fp/2. Such an oscillator can be in either one of two stable 
phase states relative to the pump. Once established in one of these phase 
states it will remain locked in this phase state until the pump amplitude 
is lowered to the point where oscillations can no longer be sustained. 
A consideration of this phenomenum led von Neuman (37) to propose 
that such devices could be used in microwave computer systems (38, 39) 
which he envisioned as operating at millimicrosecond speeds. At the same 
time Goto (40) in Japan devised a similar but a lower frequency device 
using ferrite cores which he called a "parametron". This has come to be 
the accepted name for a phase locked parametric oscillator oscillating at 
one-half the frequency of the pump. To date several Japanese computers 
have been constructed using logic circuits containing parametron elements. 
The highest reported pump frequency (40) is six megacycles per second. 
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II. INVESTIGATION 
A. Derivation of an Inductance Equation 
for a Thin Film Inductor 
1. Quasi-static model formulation of the inductance equation 
In this section an expression will be derived giving the inductance 
value of an inductor using a thin film as a core material. This ex­
pression is applicable at low frequencies where quasi-static conditions 
exist. One starts this derivation with tx consideration of the energies 
that are of practical concern in the theory of domain structures. Kittel 
and others (l, 2) list four types of energy that are of importance in de­
termining domain structures : Exchange energy; anisotropy energy; magneto-
elastic energy; and magnetostatic energy. Of these, magnetoelastic energy 
can be considered negligible since 80-20 permalloy of which the films 
being considered in. this report are made has a very low magnetostriction 
coefficient. 
The exchange energy is considered to result for the most part from 
interactions of electron spins. It is this energy which accounts for most 
of the magnetic characteristics of a material and is the energy which 
keeps the elementary magnetic dipole moments of the ferromagnetic e-
lectrons tightly coupled together so that they all tend to move col­
lectively. Rotation of one spin moment out of parallelism with the rest 
of the spins requires an expenditure of energy by the rotating agent. 
Since in a perfect single domain ferromagnetic structure where there are 
no domain walls, domain rotation is the only mechanism which allows mag­
netic changes to occur, the exchange energy is a constant independent of 
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the magnetization orientation with respect to the crystallographic axis. 
This leaves only the anisotropy and the magnetostatic energy as the 
major energy contributions in the case of single domain 80-20 permalloy 
films. In the discussion of these energies reference should be made to 
Fig. 1(A). For thin films of the orientation of Fig. 1(A), the anisotropy 
energy density for 80-20 permalloy films has been found to be of the form 
^aniso * K sia^jd cos^tp + K. sin^tp 3 
where 0 is the angle the magnetization vector M makes with the rest di­
rection and K is the anisotropy constant of the material. 
The magnetostatic energy density which is given by the negative of 
the scalar product of the total magnetic field intensity and the magneti­
zation vector can be divided into two parts. The first part is due to the 
interaction of the magnetization M with an external applied magnetic field 
"h • âj. hjj + 'ây hy to give in terms of the orientation of Fig. 1(A) a mag-
netostatic energy of 
WQxt = - h • M = - hgM cos 0 cos <p - hjM sin 0 cos <p. 4 
Here the &'s are unit vectors along their respective coordinate axes. The 
second part of the magnetostatic energy density is due to the magneti­
zation itself in conjunction with the shape factors of the sample inducing 
demagnetizating fields in the material. In a general case these demagnet­
izing fields can be expressed in terms of demagnetizing factors Nx, Ny and 
Nz as 
Hdemag = U/n0)(V#x + VW + *WZ) 5 
where is the permeability of free space and the M's are the components 
of M along the indicated axes. For a thin elliptical disc with the orien-
(A) The schematic representation of a single domain thin film 
illustrating the coordinate system and applied magnetic 
fields used in the accompanying analysis 
(B) The schematic representation of the thin film paremetric 
inductor assumed in this thesis and using the film illus­
trated in (A) 
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tation of Fig. 1(A), the demagnetizing factors are Nx = Ny • 0 and Ng • 
-1. The factors Nx and Ny remain small even when the actual shape departs 
appreciably from a pure elliptical shape. Since in this case = M sin <p 
and with H,jemag = - ( vVQ) M sin <p, one can write the demagnetizing energy 
density as 
Wdemag = "^demag ' M = (l/nc) M2 sin2». 6 
The total magnetic energy density W for a thin single domain 80-20 permal­
loy film can then be written as 
W = K sin2^ cos2* - h^M cos 0 cos cp 
- hjM sin 0 cos <p + (K + M2/^) sin2<p. 7 
For given applied fields hg and hj, M will rotate through the angles 
0 and cp until an equilibrium position is reached which will result in a 
minimum value for the energy W. One can see immediately from Eq. 7 that, 
in the lossless quasi-static case being considered here, W will be minimum 
when cp - 0. Even at frequencies of several hundred megacycles per second 
where losses must be considered, the angle cp remains small. With cp very 
small and still neglecting dynamic losses, the angle 0 which minimizes W 
can be found by differentiation of Eq. 7 to give 
3W/dj2f * 2K sin 0 cos 0 + hgM sin 0 - hjM cos 0 » 0. 8 
Solving Eq. 8 for sin 0 gives 
sin 0 » hj/(1 + h^/cos 0) 9 
where one defines hj, » hjU/2K and h£ = h^n/2K. 
Equation 9 becomes important when one considers it in conjunction 
with Fig. 1(A) and with the physical meaning of the magnetization vector iL 
Since Nx = Ny = 0 and cp is small, the magnetic flux density in the thin 
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film material can be written using Eq. 1 as 
"B • + M = ^(nohg + M cos 0) + iyCuohj + M sin 0), 10 
Here M can be recognized as the contribution made to the flux density by 
the presence of the material. In single domain films in the orientation 
of Fig. 1(A), one can therefore write the component of flux density in the 
transverse direction as 
The last term in Eq. 11 is really the intrinsic transverse flux 
density B^y of the film and can be written in the form of 
One can now use Eq. 12 to construct a set of normalized characteristic B-H 
curves for transverse fields hj using h^ as a parameter. Figure 5(A) 
shows such a set of curves. These curves will be considered in greater 
detail later. 
The next step in the development of an inductance equation is to sup­
pose that two mutually perpendicular windings are wound around the film as 
indicated in Fig. 1(B). Call the outer winding with its axis along the 
rest direction of the film the pump winding and the inner winding with its 
axis along the transverse direction of the film, the signal or transverse 
winding. Currents ig and ij respectively in these windings will produce 
fields hg and hj in the film. Consider the flux linkage in the transverse 
winding of Fig. 1(B). If A is the cross-sectional area of the transverse 
winding, A^ the cross-sectional area of the film, N the number of turns on 
the transverse winding and if the flux density is reasonably uniform over 
the cross-section of the film and likewise over the cross-section of the 
Bj - t^hy + M sin 0. 11 
12 
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substrate, one can write, using Eq. 11 and the definition of flux linkage, 
that 
Ai " l&Hohip + sin 0 
9 + Am sin 0 13 
where /(m » HA^M is the maximum possible flux linkage contribution from 
the material. For the case where 0 is small, Eq. 13 reduces to 
At " m^hy[l + (AaMhj/A|jiphT)/(l + h^î/2K)]. 14 
The current iy in the transverse winding and the magnetic field hy it 
establishes can be assumed to be related by the expression hy = kyiy. 
Similarly the pump field can be related to the current in the pump winding 
as hg " kgig. One now finds it convenient bo define the new terms a, (3 
and LQ as 
O - AmMhjA^i0hy - A^/A^K, P - kRM/2K and L0 - Mp^ky 
where use has been made of the definitions following Eq. 9. In terms of 
these defined quantities, which will be used in the remainder of this 
thesis, Eq. 14 can be written as 
Ay " L0iy[l + a/(l + ?iR)3. 15 
The total inductance of the transverse winding can then be defined and 
written as 
Ly = Ay/iy • L0[l + <x/(l + 0iR)]. 16 
One should take note of the fact that if iR * 1% is a d.c. current, 
the product pib will always be positive for any but perhaps the very 
smallest values of 1%. If lb is of any useable magnitude to serve as, for 
example, a magnetic bias current, then after a suitable time it will be 
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found that the magnetization of the film will have aligned itself either 
slowly or rapidly so that it lies along the direction of hg, albeit in the 
+x or the -x directions of Fig. l(A). A + Iy in the direction shown in 
Fig. 1(B) will cause M to lie in the +x direction. Reversal of 1% will 
cause M to reverse also. This can be accounted for rather simply in the 
equations containing M by substituting -M wherever +M appears. Since p 
has the same sign as M, reversing Iy reverses the sign of p but not the 
sign of ply. This fact will be of importance later in the discussion of 
the possible stable phase states of a thin film parametron. 
It can be seen from Eq. 15 that the flux linkage for small angles of 
rotation is directly proportional to the current ij, regardless of the 
timewise complexity of this current. Thus under the small angle as­
sumption, the inductance of the transverse winding acts as a linear ele­
ment whose value is dependent upon the instantaneous value of the pump 
winding current but is independent of any current in the transverse 
winding. 
To check the validity of Eq. 16 in a physical situation, a system 
such as indicated in Fig. 1(B) was constructed and measurements made of 
the signal winding inductance as a function of a d.c. bias current I g in a 
bias winding in parallel with the pump winding as well as against a 
current 1^ in the pump winding itself. From these data, computations were 
made for L0, a and P which would best fit the data obtained to a curve of 
the form of Eq. 16. Figure 2 shows how wall Eq. 16 actually does fit a 
physical situation. These results show that over a bias current range 
which gives an inductance variation of more than 80 percent of the maximum 
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possible variation, the experimental curve fits almost exactly the theo­
retically expected, shape. Only at very low bias current values where the 
edges of the film begin to develop small parasitic domains does the ex­
perimental curve depart from the expected curve. Measurement of this in­
duct en ce was made at 7.9 mc/s on a Boonton Radio Corporation Type 160-A 
Q-meter. 
Suppose now that an r.f. current flows in the pump winding and a d.c. 
current in the bies winding such that en equivalent current for the pump 
winding can be written as ijj ° + Ip cos cùpt. Substituting this into 
Eq. 16 gives the inductance of the transverse winding as 
I? " L0[l + a/(1 + plb + pip cos Opt)]. 17 
More croft (41) shows that an expression of the form of Eq. 17 can be ex­
panded into an infinite series as 
Ly = Lq[1 + a</2 + ^  (-l)n an cos nco t] _ 18 
n*l 
where defining 
Y- pi_/(l + plb) 
one lets 
2a 
&n 
(1 + pIb)V 1 - XZ x 
n " 0, 1, 2, .... 
This definition of an insures that it will always have a positive value. 
Equation 18 shows that current in the pump winding having a sinusoidal com­
ponent will result in a periodically varying transverse winding inductance 
having the same fundamental frequency as the pump es well as higher har-
22 
monic taras. Figure 3 shows how the coefficients an of Eq. 16 vary as a 
function of the pump amplitude parameter V. It is to be noted that the 
harmonic terms are small until relatively large values of pump current 
amplitudes are reached. This factor is of importance when any harmonic 
upc envers ion techniques or very high frequency operation under high bias 
conditions are to be considered. 
Equation 16 gives an expression for the inductance of an inductor 
using a thin film es core material. Equation 18 gives a more restricted 
expression of inductance, being valid only for the case of a d.c. plus a 
sinusoidal pump winding current. The next step is to compare the quasi-
static approach of this section with a dynamic model approach using the 
phenomenclogical theory of Landau and Lifshitz (17) as modified by Gilbert 
(18). 
2. Dynamic model formulation of the inductance equation 
In this section consideration will be given to a dynamic model of a 
thin film inductor in which losses are considered as well as the pro­
cessing characteristics of the electron spins at frequencies near spin 
resonance. Starting with Eq. 13 as a good approximation for the flux 
linkage in the transverse winding for small velues of <p, the relations 
hy = kyiy and Am " as before one can write 
Ay - ^ kyHAiy + Xm Bin m L0iy + Aiy 19 
where L0 = PgkyNA as previously and where An = Am 30 is the in­
trinsic transverse flux linkage. The voltage induced in the transverse 
winding can then be obtained as 
ey » dAy/dt • L0diy/dt + Amd(sin 20 
Fig. 3. The coefficients of the time-varying components of the trans­
verse winding inductance as a function of the pump amplitude 
parameter Y 
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Equation 20 illustrates that the induced voltage in the transverse winding 
can be broken up into two independent parts, the first part being the 
voltage across an equivalent air inductance having a value equal to that 
of the transverse winding in the absence of any magnetic material in the 
core. The second part is due to the presence of magnetic material in the 
core. Thus the first part of the equivalent circuit of a thin film in­
ductor is a series inductance Lc. 
Before the second part of the equivalent circuit can be determined, 
the dynamic behavior of the rotation angle 0 must be determined. The 
starting point is the Landau-Lifshitz equation as modified by Gilbert (18) 
which may be written in MHS units as 
<w/àt = - J(MXH) + (  5»(M X dïjy'dt). 2 1 
-A 
In Eq. 21 M is the saturation magnetization vector per unit volume as be­
fore, 0 • Hog|61/2m is the magnitude of the gyromagnetic ratio of a ferro­
magnetic electron, S is the phenomenological damping constant and H is the 
total effective magnetic field in the sample.^ Before proceeding further 
make the assumptions that the external fields and the maximum angular 
frequency of interest are such that the following conditions hold: 
(a) <p«l 
(b) j^K/M2 « 1 ; HohRA « 1 $ HOVm « 1 
(c) l^d0)maxAv)« l-
For permalloy material approximate values of these constants are 
V ~ 221 kilocycles per second per ampere turn per meter, g 0.02 and M 
0.8-1.0 webers per square meter. 
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These assumptions are not particularly restrictive but are quite useful in 
simplifying seme of the analytical expressions to be obtained later. 
Gillette and Oshima (13 ) show that for a single domain thin sheet 
with the orientation and exciting fields of Fig. 1(A), the equation of 
motion of the magnetization vector M cen be reduced to two scalar e-
quations in the rotation angles $ and <p. In an equivalent form, their e-
quations can be written as 
djZf/ds + <p/ji0 + ( S>2)[dW/d^|(r0] — 0 22 
and 
d<p/ds + S <pA () - (lA2)[dW/d)2f|(p„0] — 0 23 
where SW/djZf • 2K sin $ cos 0 + h^M sin $ - h^M cos 0 and s • 
V M/(1 + S2 )t. It is to be recalled that the term 3TOr/dj^|<P»O is the 
quantity equated to zero in Eq. 8 for the quasi-static case where <p was as­
sumed to be zero. To separate Eqs. 22 and 23 to obtain an expression in $ 
only, one cen take the derivative d/ds of Eq. 22, multiply the result by 
and add this to S times Eq. 22. If this result is added to the nega­
tive of Eq. 23, one then obtains 
+ 1 *s 
da2 Mo d' |iji2 
m . £ d dVT 
M2 DA S 
-
<p-0- - <ro-
0. 24 
When one performs the derivative indicated by the last term of Eq. 24, 
it is found that, within the limitations imposed by assumptions (b) and (c) 
above, this term can be neglected since it is found to be very much smaller 
than the remaining terms of Eq. 24. Equation 24 then reduces to 
—^ + —- 4^ + ^ a [2K sin $ cos 0 + hnM sin $ - hmK cos ffja 0. 
da* 08 Hotr 
25 
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This can be rewritten as 
,2v/,_2 
-+ 
d jzf/ds g dj^/ds 2K(1 + ^  ) 
cos J2f |i0 cos / (IQM2 
1 + 
1^ M/2K 
? cos 
sin jZf 
1 + £ 
hj A 
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Introducing the new variable y • sin $ * Àin/Àm» one has then that 
l/2 
cos $ = (1 - y2) , dy/ds • (d^/ds ) cos and d2y/ds2 * (d2^/ds2 ) cos 0 
- (djZf/ds)2 sin j2f. Therefore upon solving for dj3/ds and d2j^/ds2 in terms of 
y, dy/ds and d2y/ds2, one can upon substituting these into Eq. 26 obtain 
d2y/d82 dy/ds + y (dy/ds )2 
1 - y2 t*o 1 - y2 (1 - y2)2 
2K(l + £ 2) 
1 + 
h^j/2K i + S  
hj. 27 
Since the demagnetizing factors Nx and Hy are essentially zero for the 
film shapes of interest here, the demagnetizing fields in the plane of the 
film are very small* Therefore the instantaneous magnetic fields in the 
film arise primarily from the instantaneous currents ij and ig flowing in 
the transverse and pump windings. As was done previously for the quasi-
static case, these fields may be written to a good approximation as hy • 
kyiy and h% ™ kgijj. If these end the expression for real time t are 
substituted into Eq. 27 one obtains after some minor rearrangement 
H0(l +  S  2) d2y/d.t2 S  dy/dt |i0(l + S  2) y(dy/dt)2 
kmV 1 - y kTl) 1 - y kmV^M (l - y2)' 
2K 
kyM 
1 + 
kRMiR 
2K(1 - y2) T/Z 
28 
28 
From the definition of y end frcm the far right hand term of Eq. 28 
one sees that the term Àm dy/dt "Am d(sin j^)/dt denotes an induced 
voltage in the transverse winding. In this light Eq. 28 can be in­
terpreted as a node voltage equation for a parallel RLC circuit. It is to 
be noted that all these equivalent circuit components are nonlinear. It 
is also to be noted that under a small angle of rotation assumption such 
as that previously made in the quasi-static development, the inductance 
part of this parallel circuit is identical to the term in Eq. 14 for the 
film component of the quasi-static inductance. 
If Eq. 28 is to be interpreted as a node voltage equation then it is 
convenient to define the small signal electrical circuit parameters CQ " 
tV1 + & 2)/A ^ TV2M, GO - VÀmklV and aL0 - 2K/Àmkl" " SE/NA^fy 
along with the quantities a, {$ and L0 defined previously following Eq. 14. 
In terms of these small signal parameters, Eq. 28 can be written in the 
more simple form 
C°^m l l"y2 + G°^m i I y2 + 
+ 
AL0 1 + — 
y - iT 29 
A
"  
1  
*  &  -
where y* » dy/dt and y" * d2y/dt2. 
Figure 4 shows the equivalent circuit implied by Eq. 29. The various 
currents through the nonlinear elements are shown. It is assumed that most 
of the interwinding capacitance effects can be accounted for by the 
placement of an equivalent capacitance across the terminals of the in­
ductor. 
The preceding derivation of Eq. 29 assumed that rotational processes 
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Fig. 4. The equivalent circuit for the dynamic model of the 
thin film inductor as viewed from the terminals of 
the transverse winding 
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alone were occurring in the film. In practice the magnetization appears 
to rotate homogeneously for moderate angles of rotation. Olson and Pohm 
(11) give an angle in the order of 60 degrees as the approximate limit for 
essentially homogeneous rotation. For angles in excess of this, nonho-
mogeneous effects set in which are not included in the Landau-Lifshitz 
model used in deriving the equivalent electrical circuit of Fig. 4. Olson 
and Pohm suggest that this nonhamogeneous effect might arise either from 
the film completing its rotation one segment at a time or by a continuation 
of the homogeneous rotation but with an increased damping factor as the 
angle increases. No attempt will be made here to include these additional 
large angle effects in the dynamic equation of a thin film inductor. How­
ever, it must be realized that any results obtained from the equivalent 
circuit of Fig. 4 which indicate rotation angles in excess of approximately 
60 degrees would in reality be modified by the presence of these nonho-
mogeneous effects. 
B. Thin Film Inductors as Paramétrons 
One of the simplest circuit configurations in which to use a thin film 
inductor is as a phase locked subharmonic oscillator, i.e., as a parame-
tron. All that is really required is a tuning capacitor across the termi­
nals of the transverse winding to tune the transverse circuit to approxi­
mately one-half the pump frequency and a sinusoidal source of pump current 
of the proper amplitude. The paremetron operation using thin film in­
ductors will be discussed using two different approaches, one approach 
using a graphical analysis and being quite qualitative and the other being 
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analytical and much more quantitative but lacking the elementary simplici­
ty of the first. 
1. A graphical approach to the thin film parametron 
In a previous section, it was stated that one could use Eq. 12 to 
construct a set of normalized characteristic B-H curves for the transverse 
field using h^ as a parameter. Such a set of curves is shown in Fig. 5 
(A). If h^ and hy are simultaneously known, the specific state of the in­
trinsic flux density can easily be found from Fig. 5(A). Thus, if h^ and 
hy are time varying functions, then, as they vary, they will trace out a 
path in ttie B-H plane of Fig. 5(A). If hg and hy are not simply related, 
it is evident that this path cen become very complex making any graphical 
considerations quite impractical. The parametron case, however, is quite 
amiable to a graphical approach. In this case the pump frequency is ex­
actly twice the signal frequency. For a qualitative discussion of this 
case consider a hg • Hp cos 2cot and a hy • Hy sin («t + @) to exist. In a 
practical situation a d.c. bias field parallel with h% would undoubtedly 
be present but for simplicity assume it to be zero. The qualitative re­
sults are not affected by its absence. Shown on Fig. 5(A) are the paths 
followed around the B-H plans for two different values of pump amplitude 
for the case where the phase angle 6 = 45 degrees. It is to be noted that, 
except for the fact these paths are wasp-waisted, they resemble normal 
hysteresis loops. The paths followed are counter clockwise such that the 
area enclosed always lies to the left as is usual for ordinary hysteresis 
loops. Conventionally, the area contained within a hysteresis loop taken 
in the counter clockwise sense is interpreted to be the positive energy 
6 (A) The normalized transverse direction magnetic characteristics of an ideal 
single domain thin film as a parametric function of the normalized rest 
direction magnetic field 
(A-D) Some possible hysteresis loop exemples for a transverse winding current 
with a frequency that is exactly one-half the frequency of the pump winding 
current 
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supplied per cycle by the exciting current source, in this instance, the 
transverse current source. 
As the phase angle 9 decreases toward zero but with the amplitudes of 
the two fields remaining fixed, the area contained within the hysteresis 
loop will still be positive but will gradually reduce in value until at 
0 • 0, the enclosed area will be zero. This situation is illustrated by 
the solid lined curve in Fig. 5(B). As the phase angle © goes negative , 
the area again increases in value. When 9 • -45 degrees, as shown in Fig. 
5(c), it is to be noted that the curves are identical in shape to those of 
Fig. 5(A) but that the path of travel is now clockwise. Whereas a counter 
clockwise path around a hysteresis loop is interpreted as energy being 
supplied by the signal circuit to the magnetic material, a clockwise path 
is interpreted as energy being supplied to the signal circuit by the ma­
terial and its power source, the pump circuit. 
As 9 goes still more negative, the area once again decreases to zero 
as shown in Fig. 5(D) for the case when 9 • ±90 degrees. 
In all cases of Fig. 5 the dashed curves illustrate the effect of in­
creasing pump amplitude. In most cases the result is a new stable loop 
somewhat larger than the previous one. In the case of Fig. 5(B), however, 
increasing pump amplitude drives the film into the unstable region where 
the direction of the magnetization reverses. The effect of this is the 
same as assuming that the magnitude of the magnetization of Fig. (A) to be 
negative. Then both and hj in Fig. 5(B) switch frcm negative to posi­
tive values at the instant the loop enters the unstable region. A new 
loop will then be traced out in the B-H plane. This new loop will have 
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exactly the seme shape as that of Fig. 5(D) and will be stable. 
"When one examines the timewise variation of the transverse flux 
density as illustrated in Fig. 5, it is noted that in each case the funda­
mental frequency component is the same as that of the signal frequency 
while all higher order components, are odd harmonics. Thus the voltage in­
duced in the transverse winding will have a component at the frequency of 
the input current. If one examines this in detail, it is discovered that 
the input impedance of the transverse winding as seen by the transverse 
current circuit contains both an inductive and a resistive component. In 
the case of Fig. 5(A), this resistive component is positive but in the 
case of Fig. 5(c) it is negative. The magnitude of this input resistance 
is for the most pert dependent upon the amplitude of the pump current and 
to a much lesser extent upon the transverse signal current. 
Any linear signal source can be represented as an ideal voltage 
source in series with a generator impedance. If such a source is con­
nected to the terminals of the transverse winding, the total resistance 
around the complete circuit will either be greater or less than the re­
sistance of the generator impedance alone, depending upon the relative 
phase between the signal and the pump currents. If the reactance of the 
generator impedance is capacitive so that it tunes out the inductive re­
actance of the transverse winding, the total resistance around the circuit 
will determine the current flow in the signal circuit. If the phasing of 
the signal current results in a negative input resistance, current amplifi­
cation of the signal current can occur. As the magnitude of this negative 
resistance approaches the magnitude of positive resistance this emplifi-
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cation increases without limit until the point is reached where the nega­
tive resistance equals or exceeds tiie positive resistance. At this point 
self-sustaining oscillations at one-half the pump frequency begin which 
grow in amplitude until limited by a combination of losses and detuning 
phase shifts in the pump and signal circuits. Such a system is, of 
course, a phase-locked subharmonic oscillator, potentially useful in ad­
dition to being a parametron computer logic element as a superregenerative 
radio frequency detector. A discussion of the latter will be made later. 
The preceding qualitative discussion illustrates how the presence in 
the signal circuit of the signal of proper frequency end phase can cause 
energy to be supplied by the pump at the correct frequency and phase to 
reinforce this signal. Improper phasing can likewise result in a loss of 
signal power. The great dependence of signal gain (or loss) on the rela­
tive phase angle G is quite clearly illustrated. 
One could now logically attempt to consider the case of multiple 
currents flowing through the transverse winding and multiple tuned 
circuits graphically. This, however, would prove to be quite cumbersome 
and, inasmuch as the preceding discussion has been qualitative rather than 
quantitative, much more cen be gained from a more analytical approach. 
2. An analytical approach to the thin film parametron 
A parametron is, as previously discussed, a subharmonic oscillator 
phase-locked with respect to its a.c. power source. Since it is an oscil­
lator, one is interested in understanding the conditions under which oscil­
lations will occur and what factors determine the oscillation amplitude and 
phase. Any attempt to study these effects should start with the best model 
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of the system available. Inasmuch as the model of a thin film inductor 
based on the Landau-Lifshitz equation is much better than the quasi-static 
model, the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4 should be considered as a starting 
point. Assume that an external capacitance C and a conductance G are 
placed in parallel across the terminals of the circuit of Fig. 4. It is 
immediately apparent that this system is exceeding complex from an ana­
lytical point of view since four of the seven elements in the equivalent 
circuit of the parametron are nonlinear. 
a. The "linearized" parametron equation In order to reduce the 
complexity of the analytical problem certain simplifying assumptions cen 
be made. First it cen be assumed that the film is sufficiently biased by 
a d.c. magnetic field parallel to the pump field so that the spin reso­
nance of the ferromagnetic electrons occurs at a frequency very much 
higher than any frequency of interest in parametron operation. This 
biasing is most easily accomplished by a d.c. component of current in the 
pump winding. Secondly one can assume that the series inductance L0 is 
small compared to the inductance due to the film and that the effect of 
any small series inductance will be only to slightly modify the values of 
C and G that must be used in an actual system to operate in the manner 
predicted by the analysis. Third, one can assume that the angle of ro­
tation of the magnetization vector remains considerably less than 90 
degrees. 
Under the assumptions of the preceding paragraph, the equivalent 
circuit of the parametron reduces to a single nodal circuit. The as­
sumption concerning frequencies requires that the externally added capaci-
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tance C be much greater than C0. The effective capacitance of the equiva­
lent circuit then contains only a very small nonlinear component and can 
be considered for all practical purposes as being linear. Likewise, if 
the externally added conductance G is very much larger than the con­
ductance due to the film, the effective conductance of the equivalent 
circuit can be considered to be linear. The only nonlinear term remaining 
in the equivalent circuit is that of the inductance. These assumptions 
reduce the equivalent circuit of the thin film parametron to that shown in 
Fig. 6. 
The node voltage equation for the equivalent circuit of Fig. 6 is 
Cy" + Gy' + 
aL0 
1 + 
PiR 
(1 - y2)1/2. 
where y' * dy/dt and y" • d2y/dt2. If it is now assumed that 
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*R ° -^b + ^ *2r 008 2rwt 
then Eq. 30 can be written as 
. • 2,.. lllh y + TY 
clLAC 
• £ p + L-. Yzt 008 2mt" 
1 + r»l 
1 + PI" (1 - ,2)V2 
y • 0 
where P and IT are defined as the bias and the pump parameters re­
spectively by the expressions 
r = 1 + plb and ^2r " l + pibe 
P*2i 
31 
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If a change of variable is made in Eq. 32 by letting mt * x and if the 
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+ 
X dy — mdt 
i _ x lC — Am V j ^2 
iG= ^ mG 
l  aL + 
/S iR 
•J I—y2. Xmy 
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Fig. 6. The equivalent circuit of a "linearized" thin 
film parametron 
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quantities <t>02, Q and Q0 are defined as 
then, upon dividing through by a?, Eq. 32 becomes 
00 
r 
* & C<" cos 2rx
-
y - 0 
33 
•where y is now y(x). Although suitable for certain numerical calcu­
lations, Eq. 33 is still too complex for easy analytical investigations. 
Before any simplifications are made, however, it should be noted that if 
Y(x) is a solution of Eq. 33, then -Y(x) is also a solution. However, be= 
cause of the periodicity of the pump current -Y(x) = Y(x ± n). Since it 
will be important later, one should also consider the question of re­
versing the algebraic sign of the ^r'8 corresponding to odd values of r. 
This is equivalent to substituting x = x' + n/Z into Eq. 33. Then if 
±Y(x) are solutions of Eq. 33, then ÎY(x') = ±Y(x + n/z) = Y(x ± n/z) will 
be solutions of the new equation. Primary interest is concerned with the 
case where r * 1. In such a case reversal of the sign of can be 
accomplished in either of two ways, the first being simply to reverse the 
phase of the pump current by 180 degrees. The second method involves 
simply the reversal of the d.c. bias current 1% or the equivalent provided 
Ib is of sufficient magnitude to cause the film to "flip", i.e., to rotate 
its rest magnetization direction by 180 degrees. As discussed earlier, 
this changes the sign of p leaving the product fJIb unaltered but changing 
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the sign of {Bip and hence of Y. 
b. The Hill-Mathieu approximation of the parametron equation If 
the maximum value of y is restricted to reasonably small values compared 
to its maximum possible value of unity# then to a good approximation one 
can write 
(1 - y2)"1/2 - 1 + (1/2 )y2 + (5/8)y4 34 
in which case the differential equation of the parametron at low ampli­
tudes can be written as 
y" + (wo/aQo)y' + (cOQA)2 1 + ^ ^2r 008 2rx 
r"l 
r + 2-, 2^r 008 2rx 
r»l 
(l/2)y5+ (3/8)/ 0. 35 
At extremely low amplitudes of y all terms in y except the first can be 
neglected leaving 
y" + (ûiç/cùQ^ y* + (tog/cù)2 1 + £ r3r cos 2rx 
r-1 
y = 0. 36 
If one makes another change of variable 
y • z exp [-(Ù»0V2<ÛQ0)] 
then Eq. 36 can be rewritten in the form of a Hill's equation as 
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i" + (a\/w)2 1 - (l/4Q02) + ^ f2r cos 2rx 
r-1 
z = 0. 38 
If all the terms except that for r * 1 are zero, Eq. 38 takes on the 
form of the well known Mathieu equation. The Mathieu equation is of 
greatest interest in parametron analysis although Hill's equation is of a 
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more general nature. 
Equations of both the Hill and Mathieu types have been extensively 
investigated and reported by many writers (42-47). Of greatest interest 
in the parametron investigation is the question of stability. For 
certain values of parameters, solutions of the Hill and Mathieu equations 
exist which are stable, i.e., they are steady state solutions while for 
other values of parameters, the solutions are unstable and either increase 
without limit or decay to zero. In terms of the parameters of Eq. 38, 
these regions of stability and instability for the Mathieu equation are 
shown in Fig. 7(A) as the shaded and unshaded regions respectively. 
Although the shaded regions of Fig. 7(A) represents a region of 
constant amplitude of oscillations for z, it represents a region in which 
any small disturbance of y decays with time because of the exponential 
term in Eq. 37 relating y and z. If a system with damping is to oscillate 
and have a nonzero output, then the damping, the tuning and the pump 
amplitude must be such that the system operating point lies somewhere in 
unshaded region of Fig. 7(A); the allowable areas yet to be determined. 
Most references to the Hill's equation write it in the form 
The relation between the parameters of Eqs. 38 and 39 can easily be seen» 
The form of the solution of Eq. 39 has been taken by Whittaker and Watson 
(42) and by McLachlen (43, 44) as 
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where j » "V -1 and p is a constant which may be real, imaginary or com­
plex. Upon substituting Eq. 40 into Eq. 39 and equating like terms in 
powers of x, McLachlan (43) gives, provided 6 / (2r)2, the relation 
sin2(j|in/2) « A(°) sin2 {iC\]~Ô^/z ) 41 
where ^(0) is an infinite determinant which for the Mathieu case can be 
written 
A(0) 
— V(@o-4) 
0 
0 
0 
e2/(®o"16^ 
1 
*z/9o 
0 
0 
0 
e2^eo"4^ 
1 
02/(eo-4) 
o 
0 
0 
Qz/9o 
1 
62/(®o'16) 
0 
0 
0 
62/(®o-4> 
1 
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Of greatest interest in the case of the parametron are the Mathieu e« 
quation solutions in the large V-shaped region of Pig. 7(A) near unity on 
the abscissa. In this region the parametron circuit is resonant at ap­
proximately one-half the pump frequency, viz., cùq ca ca since top = 2m. For 
the case of the Mathieu equation, McLachlan (44) gives for the stable 
regions of Fig. 7(A) the two independent solutions 
*13- Z cos(m + jzOx 
43 
B2t Z bjjj sin(m + jzOx 
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where b% and jl! are real constants dependent upon 90 and 9g. In the first 
stable region m ™ 2r end in the second stable region m " 2r + 1. 
For the unstable region of Fig. 7(A) between the first and the second 
stable regions, the solutions for the Mathieu equation are given by 
McLachlan as 
00 
zlu » exp (ax) E ^  cos (mx + %) 
44 
OO 
z2u = exP ("&=) E cos (mx - <pm) 
r™0 
where in this region m • 2r + 1. In Eq. 44, cm and <p are real constants 
dependent upon 90 and 9g and a is a positive real number. From Eq. 44 one 
sees that one of the solutions of the Mathieu equation experiences an 
exponential growth. Thus one would expect that a physical system which 
obeyed the Mathieu equation would also have, under certain conditions, an 
exponential growth. A knowledge of the conditions under which this growth 
occurs and the rate of growth is of interest in the parametron case. 
If one writes p as the complex number a + jp where o and p are ïôel 
numbers, Eq. 41 for the case of the general Hill equation can be written 
in the form 
cosh on cos pn + j sinh <nt sin pit • 1 - 2 A(0) sin2(nVÔ^/2). 
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Equation 45 holds for all possible real values of 90 end 9gr. With the 
values of 9gr restricted to having only real values, A(0) is also always 
real. A further restriction of 9C to positive values is of interest here. 
One then concludes, since the right hand side of Eq. 45 is real, that 
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throughout the region of positive 90, either sinh an • 0 or sin pn =» 0. 
The first case implies that o * 0 so that cosh on = 1. This condition re­
quires the right hand side of Eq. 45 to have a value between +1 and -1. 
Thus, in the region where the right hand side of Eq. 45 has a value be­
tween +1 and "1, the n of Eq. 40 is imaginary indicating that the so­
lutions are stable and in the Mathieu case of the form of Eq. 43. 
In the regions where sin pn = 0, it is implied that p * 0 or il which 
in turn implies that cos pn « il. If the right hand side of Eq. 45 has a 
magnitude greater then unity, one must choose the appropriate value of p 
to give the correct algebraic sign and determine the value of o on the 
basis of magnitude. Since the cosh function is symmetric about cr * 0, the 
solutions for e have two equal values, one positive and the other nega­
tive. These values of cr correspond to the values of "a" for the Mathieu 
solutions of Eq. 44. The dividing line between the stable and the un­
stable solutions of the Hill-Mathieu type of equations can be seen to oc­
cur when the right hand side of Eq. 45 has a magnitude of unity. 
The stable regions for the Mathieu solutions have been extensively 
studied and tabulated, the most extensive tabulation being under the 
auspices of the U. S. National Bureau of Standards (46). In contrast, 
there is a dearth of available data on the unstable regions. McLachlan 
(43) in 1947 suggested that although none were available at that time, an 
extensive set of constant (jl curves would be of great value in the applied 
fields. In a later publication, McLachlan (44) gives a relatively small 
sized figure showing a few iso - \i curves but no tables. Meixner and 
Schafke (45) in 1954 refer to some 1943 calculations by Kotowski (47). 
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Kotowski's calculations are not very extensive and, when compared with 
those of the Bureau of Standards, appear to be slightly in error since his 
unstable regions overlap into the stable regions of the latter. Since it 
was felt that a set of curves similar to constant p. curves in the region 
©0 oi 1 would be of value in parametron design studies, the infinite de­
terminant of Eq. 42 was approximated by a 7 x 7 determinant and values of 
<7 and p calculated on the I. S. U. Cyclone for a portion of this region. 
From these calculations the curves of Fig. 8 showing a versus 7" = 2@g 
(C»/ÛI0)2 for various values of 60 * (CÛQ/CÙ)2[l - l/4 Q02] were drawn. 
In the immediately preceding discussion solutions of z have been con­
sidered. However, y is proportional to the quantity of actual interest, 
viz., the transverse flux linkage and its time rate of change. The 
quantities y and z are related by Eq. 37. Even though z may be unstable 
and tend to increase without limit with increasing x, y may actually de­
crease if the factor ((&^2<sQ0) in the exponential of Eq. 57 is larger than 
a. The point where they are just equal is of considerable interest. For 
pumping magnitudes less than this critical value, no oscillations in y can 
ever start from zero initial conditions although it will be shown later 
that under certain conditions, once started by the presence of suitably 
large initial conditions, steady state oscillations can set in and be sus­
tained. 
Although there are many possible variants one could discuss relative 
to the parametron by considering the effect of independently varying a>, 
oi0, y or Q0, the present discussion will be limited to the effect of 
varying a and T, This means that the parametron resonant circuit will be 
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considered to remain fixed and only the frequency and amplitude of the 
pump changed. For a given value of CÛQ/ÛI and of Q0, one can determine a 
critical value of T such that a - (CÙO/2CÙQ0) = 0. Curves of constant Q0 
are shown on Fig. 8. 
A fixed parametron tank circuit will have a specific value for and 
Q0. If a Q0 curve of the same value is picked on Fig. 8, then any choice 
of pump parameters m and ~)T such that the operating point of the system 
lies on the right of this Q0 line will result in an unstable system and 
oscillations will start to build up from any small disturbance in the 
system. If one calls the a of the operating point a0 end the a where the 
Q0 curve crosses the (ûi0/aîf" curve, ô0, then the growth will be at the 
exponential rate given as exp[(crc - CTQ)X] . If the operating point lies on 
the left of the Q0 curve, then any small disturbance will eventually damp 
out with an exponential rate given as exp[-(aQ - cQ )x]. Curves of 
constant Q0 are also shown on Fig. 7(B). An operating point chosen above 
the particular Q0 curve of interest results in a buildup of oscillations 
while a point below this contour results in a damping of oscillations. 
It is important in any consideration of paramétrons as computer ele­
ments to have some notion of the rate at which oscillation could be ex­
pected to build up. One simple way of expressing this is to state the 
gain per cycle, i.e., to state the ratio of the envelope amplitude at the 
end of a cycle to that at the beginning. Since the period of this oscil­
lation is 2n, the gain per cycle is exp[2n(o0 - CTq)]. A scale relating 
gain per cycle to (oQ - a0) is shown in Fig. 8. This permits an easy and 
rapid determination of gain per cycle to be made. 
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Although it must be realized that the Mathieu approximation of thin 
film parametron operation is good only at low amplitudes, it is neverthe­
less of considerable value in studying the conditions required to start 
oscillations and the initial rates of increase of such oscillations. As 
the amplitude increases more terms in Eg. 35 must be considered. The re­
sultant equations do not lend themselves to easy analysis. With the I. S. 
U. Cyclone available it seemed advisable to attempt some numerical calcu­
lations on this problem for certain values of parameters end for certain 
initial conditions. 
c. Some numerical solutions of the parametron equation As a 
first attempt at a numerical solution, parameters were picked so that Eq. 
35 was approximated as 
y" + 0.1 y' + 0.8 [l + jT cos 2x] [y + (l/2)y^ ] • 0. 46 
Computations were made for four different values of X, viz., 0.5, 0.4, 
0.3 and 0.25, and for two different initial conditions, viz., y(o) and 
y'(0) equal -0.2616 and 0.1634 respectively in one case and -0.3355 and 
0.2719 respectively in the second case. It is to be noted that the in­
itial condition values in the first case are three-fourths those of the 
second. 
Figure 9(A) shows seven and one-half cycles of a y - y1 plot of the 
solution for the case T" 0.5 starting with the initial conditions y(0) = 
-0.2516 and y* (0) ** 0.1634. It is to be noted that the magnitude of 
oscillation builds up more or less exponentially, overshoots somewhat and 
then drops back in an oscillatory manner toward an equilibrium amplitude. 
Such y - y' plots are interesting and provide a very good picture of 
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Fig. 9. Solution and modulus (2nn) curves in the y - y' plane of the 
numerical solutions of the "linearized" parametron equation 
y" + 0.1 y1 + 0.8(1 + y cos 2x) (y + yS/2 ) =» 0 
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what is happening as a function of time. However, they are difficult to 
plot and, in a case such as this inhere overshoot and a damped oscillation 
about an equilibrium, final path occurs, they are difficult to follow once 
plotted. In addition, a good y - y* plot requires a substantial amount of 
computer time in just outputting sufficient results to make a good plot. 
In the case of periodic solutions where the y - y' plots during the growth 
period are known to approximate exponential spirals, it is more convenient 
to study the behavior of the solution at specific times relative to the 
pump cycle. These times can be designated as mod (2nn), mod (n/2 + 2nn), 
and so forth which simply means modulus ( "Z") • modulus (2nn), etc. Four 
of these mod ("Z") curves are shown in Fig. 9(A). It can be seen that a 
reasonable estimate of the y - y' plot can be obtained if one is given 
nothing more than one of these modulus curves. 
Figures 9(B), 9(C) and 9(D) show mod (2nn) solution curves for vari­
ous values of f in Eq. 46 and for the two sets of initial conditions. 
Figure 9(B) extends the mod (2nn) curve of Fig. 9(A). It is to be noted, 
as one would expect, that after a few cycles the initial conditions no 
longer significally influence the solution. Although the solutions for 
different initial conditions do not have the same value at the same time 
relative to the pump waveform, they do follow along the same modulus curve. 
The spacing between the various dots end circles on the modulus curves of 
Fig. 9 indicate the time of one period of or two periods of the pump 
current. One can see from these modulus curves that the amplitude of the 
solution is very similar to the under damped response of an ordinary paral­
lel RLC circuit to a unit step input. 
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It can be seen from Fig. 8 that for zero initial conditions, the 
Mathieu approximation has stable solutions for all values of "y* cited 
above and that any small disturbance in the actual system would gradually 
damp out. However, Fig. 9(c) shows that depending upon the amplitude of 
the initial excitation, solutions of Eg. 46 either decay or build up. 
More will be mentioned on this "threshold excitation" later. Figure 9(D) 
shows three mod (2nn) plots of damped solutions of Eq. 46. 
The final rest values of the growing solutions of Fig. 9 are much in 
excess of unity. Since y • 1 is the maximum possible value of y, it is 
evident that neglecting powers of y greater than y® in Eq. 35 lead to sub­
stantial errors in determining the saturation amplitude. Subsequently the 
fifth power of y in Eq. .35 was added to the program. Numerical calculation 
on the equation 
y" + O.ly' + 0.8 [1 + 0.5 cos 2x][y + (l/2)y3 + (3/8)y5] « 0 
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was made. The mod (2nn) for this solution is shown as (b) in Fig. 10. Ad­
dition of the fifth order term reduced the maximum value of the amplitude 
of y but y was still in excess of unity. 
The next step was to modify the program to include the square root in 
Eq. 33 without the necessity of expanding as in Eq. 34. Numerical calcu­
lations were made on the equation 
A mod (2nn) curve for this solution is shown as (c) in Fig. 10. This so­
lution also exceeds the limit y' * 1 somewhat during overshoot but not 
y" + O.ly' + 0.8 
1 + 0.5 cos 2x 
48 y - 0. 
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Fig. 10. Modulus (2nn) curves comparing the numerical solutions 
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nearly to the same extent as the previous solutions. For comparison 
purposes, the first portion of the solution for Eq. 46 for the same in­
itial conditions is shown as (a). 
The fact that the peak amplitude of the solutions for y in all the 
foregoing proposed parametron equations approach or exceed the value 
unity, invalidates the assumption made early in this discussion to the ef­
fect that the maximum angle of rotation of the magnetization vector should 
remain considerably less than 90 degrees. In an attempt to find a para­
metron equation which might more nearly describe the actual device, the 
idea of a "linearized" parametron equation was dropped and reference made 
to the model of a thin film inductor depicted in Fig. 4. If one again as­
sumes that the air inductance L0 is small and can be absorbed into an ef­
fective value of capacitance C and conductance G in parallel with the non­
linear elements of Fig. 4, he can obtain an equation in y of the form 
.. 
1 
- y2 * *o/c CO, 
Y "+ TT7TX7Ô ^  Y"+ 
y(y')2 
c (1 - y2)d - y2 * Vc) 
c + c, CD, 
to 
i + r + y cos 2x 
1 + plb (1 _ y2)l/2 
y(i - y2) 
i - y2 + Co/c 
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where c»0 is the low level resonant angular frequency of the parametron tank 
circuit and where the other parameters have the same meaning as in the 
previous discussion. One might call this the "dynamic model" parametron. 
It should be noted that the discussion following Eq. 33 concerning the 
various solutions Y(x) applies equally well to Eq. 49. 
The computer program was again modified to handle Eq. 49. The large 
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number of parameters in Eq. 49 makes any genereli discussion of the possi­
ble solutions very difficult. It was decided too limit the study to so­
lutions for which Go/G * Cy/C = 0.1. Figure 11 shows the growth character­
istic of the solution of a highly biased paremetoon for the case (1 + GQ/C) 
(too/eo) = (û1q/CÙ) =1, r - 1, Y- 0.4, Q0 = 9, 55 end Ib - ». According 
to Fig. 8, this equation should grow from zero Lnitial conditions with a 
gain per cycle of about 1.23. A y - y1 plane pl.ct of this solution is 
shown in Fig. 11(A). Since during the growth pe«riod the path was an expo­
nential spiral, one can see that a fairly good indication of the growth 
rate of the solution can be obtained by plotting; the radial distance from 
the origin to the various points on the mod (2n.ni) curve corresponding to 
integer values of n. Such a plot is shown in Fi.g. 11(B) both on a linear 
and on a logarithmic scale. The logarithmic sctule indicates that the so­
lution not only has an exponential growth as expected but that this expo­
nential growth continues into the overshoot régi» on. Measurements from Fig. 
11(B) indicate the gain per cycle for amplitudes of this magnitude to be 
about 1.26. This is in good agreement with the 21.25 predicted by the 
Mathieu approximation. 
A rerun of this problem starting with an inribiel condition of y(o) = 
-0.0001 and y'(0) = 0.0001 gave a gain of 1.21 jeer cycle in the very low 
amplitude regions. The choice of CQ/g = 0.1 is yrobably quite large and 
that in practice, a much smaller ratio would be oobserved. 
For a pump parameter If of 0.4, this circuitt requires no threshold 
excitation but will build up from zero initial «ooaditions. Reference to 
Fig. 8, however, indicates that if (CÛ^/CÛ)2 were tto be changed from 1.0 to 
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0.8, the system mould not build up oscillations from zero initial con­
ditions. In order to investigate the threshold conditions in such a case 
numerous computer calculations were made for a highly biased parametron 
with the parameters of Eq. 49 having values of (<û£/to)2 » 0.8, 1% = <=, 
H s 1 and y having values of 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4 and 0.5. A portion of 
these results are shown in Fig. 12. The set of mod (2nn) curves of Fig. 
12(A) show quite clearly the presence of a threshold excitation level for 
the case 7° 0.4. A similar curve for Y • 0.25 is shown in Fig. 12(B). 
From a number of y - y' plots such as those of Figs. 12(A) and 12(B) one 
can make a y • y* plot of the excitation threshold for various values of 
y as illustrated in Fig. 12(c). 
The numerical calculations were allowed to proceed until a final 
steady state amplitude was reached. This amplitude was found to be very 
near unity in value. A y - y' plane plot for a complete cycle of steady 
state parametron oscillation was calculated for this final value of ampli­
tude. This is shown as the large nearly circular heavily lined curve of 
Fig. 12(A). Flanking this curve are two true circles for comparison. The 
fact that this is nearly circular indicates that the oscillation waveform 
of a highly biased parametron should have a very low harmonic content if 
Eq. 49 is a reasonably good mathematical representation of it. 
Attention should be called to the fact that the modulus curves of Fig. 
12 are exactly duplicated by another set in the lower half of the y - y' 
plane. This second set can be obtained by simply rotating the first set 
180 degrees around the origin. In view of a previous discussion following 
Eq. 33 concerning a reversal of the bias, it can be seen that bias reversal 
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•will result in two more sets of modulus curves identical to the two above 
but rotated about the origin 90 degrees from them. 
The requirement that excitation must exceed a certain threshold be­
fore self-sustaining oscillations set in and the fact that two different 
stable oscillation phase states of the same amplitude but differing in 
phase by 180 degrees leads one to predict the possibility of a three state 
device, i.e., a device with a stable (+) state, a stable zero state and a 
stable (-) state. If bias reversal is permitted, a five state device is 
predicted. 
The preceding analysis barely touches the surface of the possible 
calculations that can be made. Future calculations are planned in which a 
study will be made of the effects some of the other parameters in the e-
quation have on the gain per cycle, the threshold excitation levels re­
quired to induce oscillations and upon the final steady state amplitude. 
Future studies are also planned in which an attempt will be made to ex­
perimentally check the validity of the equivalent circuit of the thin film 
inductor of Fig. 4 and the range over which it applies. Some additional 
terms may be required to take into account the nonhomogenous effects at 
large rotation angles that are known to exist but which have been omitted. 
3. Experimental verification of the thin film parametron operation 
To experimentally verify some of the results of the preceding analy­
sis , a thin film parametron was constructed from a three millimeter square 
section of a 6000 angstrom thick 80-20 permalloy film deposited on a six 
mil thick glass substrate. This was wound with 35 turns of No. 40 copper 
wire to form the transverse winding of the parametron inductor. The 
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measured inductance of this winding wes approximately 1.65 microhenry, ap­
proximately one-half of this inductance attributable to the film. A pump 
winding consisting of 52 turns of No. 40 wire with its centertap grounded 
was wound in a flat solenoid in such a manner that the transverse winding 
and film could be inserted mutually perpendicular to it in the manner 
indicated schematically in Fig. 1(B). The pump winding was driven in 
push-pull by two Fairchild 2N697 transistors which could be gated on and 
off by a square wave pulse from a Hewlett-Packard 211 Square Wave Gener­
ator. A Hewlett-Packard 15QA Oscilloscope was used to display the para­
metron waveforms. Magnetic bias was supplied by a small horseshoe magnet 
placed approximately two inches from the film. 
The parametron was observed to function at a pump frequency of about 
25 megacycles per second. However, synchronizing problems with the e-
quipment available proved quite difficult so that the pump frequency was 
lowered to 14.3 mc/s. The Q0 of the parametron tank circuit was measured 
to be about 12. Figure 13(A) shows the gated 14.3 mc/s, 16.4 volt peak-
to-peak pump voltage across one side of the pump winding. Figure 13(B) 
shows the exponential increase, the overshoot and finally the steady state 
level followed by the exponential decay of the 7.15 mc/s parametron. tank 
voltage as the pump was gated on and off. Figure 13(c) shows on en ex­
panded scale a portion of the exponential rise of Fig. 13(B) superimposed 
over the waveform of the pump, Measurements from Fig= 13(C) give a value 
of between 1.55 and 1.65 for the gain per cycle. It was found experi­
mentally that the circuit would barely oscillate when the peak-to-peak 
pump voltage across one side of the pump winding was 5.5 volts, i.e., at 
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one-third the value used for Fig. 13. With this information one can com­
pare this experimental value with the initial gain per cycle expected on 
the basis of the Mathieu approximation. One first determines the differ­
ence in a between the point where the Qy • 12 curve touches the • 
1 line to a point also on the (<ù@/(ù)2 • 1 line but for a T three times as 
great from Fig. 8, i.e., one first determines oQ - o0, idiich in this case 
is about 0.080, On the conversion scale of Fig. 8 one finds a predicted 
gain per cycle of about 1.65, in reasonably good agreement with the ex­
perimental value. 
Figure 13(D) shows the relative phase of the pump and oscillations at 
saturation. Whereas in Fig. 13(c) where oscillations are just beginning 
the peak of oscillation occurs at the same time as a peak in pump ampli­
tude, it is easily seen in Fig. 13(D) that at saturation the oscillations 
lead the pump by approximately one-eighth of a cycle of oscillation. 
When the frequency of the pump was raised from 14.3 to 15.6 mc/s but 
without any corresponding retuning of the parametron tank circuit, it was 
observed that it required a peak-to-peak voltage across one side of the 
pump winding of approximately 18 volts before oscillations would start. 
Once started, however, oscillations were sustained until the pump voltage 
dropped to approximately one-half this value. The parametron has a rather 
large hysteresis with respect to pump amplitude. 
One would expect from Fig. 8 that changing the pump frequency would 
require a substantially greater pump amplitude for oscillations to start. 
Since for a Q,, of 12, it required 5.5 volts peak-to-peak for oscillations 
to start in a resonant parametron tank, one would predict from Fig. 8 that 
for a (too/to)2 = 0.84, a voltage of 
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5.5 x (0.435/0.165) = 14.5 volts peek-to-peek 
would be required. This is in good agreement with the experimental re­
sults above i*ien one considers that en increase in frequency results in a 
lowering of pump winding current for a given voltage. Assuming a pure 
inductance for the pump winding, a correction for this frequency gives a 
required voltage of 
14.5/(0.84)^2 • 15.8 volts peak-to-peak. 
To facilitate synchronizing the oscilloscope, measurements of various 
phase states were made with the parametron tank circuit resonant at oiy/Sn 
• 2.75 mc/s and at a constant pump amplitude. Figures 14(A) and 14(c) 
show the 5.5 mc/s pump voltage for the condition M = M0. Figure 14(B) 
shows the two parametron states ÎY(tùt) discussed earlier following Eq. 33. 
Reversing the bias, in this case by simply rotating the small horseshoe 
bias magnet, results in the two parametron states shown in Fig. 14(D). It 
is evident that these latter two states correspond to the states tY(mt + 
n/z) that were also discussed following Eq. 33. Thus, for a given pump 
amplitude end phase, a parametron oscillating at resonance has four possi­
ble stable modes. 
The frequency of the pump was then increased to 6.1 mc/s. Figures 
14(E) and 14(G) show the pump in this case. The amplitude of the pump and 
the tuning of the parametron tank were not changed. Here the "threshold" 
character of the parametron is quite well demonstrated. The straight line 
of Fig. 14(F) indicates the stable zero output state. "When the amplitude 
of a signal induced into the parametron tank exceeded a certain critical 
value, oscillations started which built up into either the (+) or the (-) 
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phase of Fig. 14(F). Figure 14(H) gives an indication of the threshold 
amplitude required to trigger the parametron into oscillation. "When a 
signal slightly different in frequency from one-half the pump frequency is 
coupled into a nonoscillating parametron tank, parametric amplification 
occurs. This amplification, however, is very phase sensitive. This gives 
rise to the beat note waveform of Fig. 14(H). "When the incoming signal 
exceeded the amount shown, oscillations set in and the parametron output 
increased rapidly to the saturation amplitude shown. Here again, re­
versing the bias gives two additional stable phase states displaced 90 
degrees from the other two; five stable states in all if bias reversal is 
permitted. 
The experimental results reported here are in a large measure due to 
Pohm. These experimental results along with others and a simpler but less 
accurate formulation of the parametron problem are currently being 
published elsewhere in an article in which this writer is one of four 
authors (48). 
4. Summary comments on the thin film parametron 
In the discussion thus far, some of the technical aspects of indi­
vidual paramétrons have been considered. The application of several para­
métrons in a circuit to perform, a logic function has not been examined, 
such a topic being considered beyond the scope of this thesis. With a 
computer element of this type, one should be able to achieve a degree of 
logical flexibility not normally found in a simple computer element. Ways 
and means for utilizing these elements in logic circuits are currently 
being studied (50, 51). 
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There are a number of facets of the thin film parametron problem 
which as yet remain unexplored, particularly from en experimental view­
point. One of these is the question of high frequency operation. An a-
nalysis of the problem of operating a parametron in the frequency range of 
100 to 500 me/s has been considered by Pohm with this writer and others as 
coauthors (49). Using an analysis somewhat more simplified than that used 
here, it was shown that operation in this frequency range should be feasi­
ble. Strip line construction techniques are proposed. 
With 80-20 permalloy as the film material, operating frequencies in 
excess of 1000 mc/s appear doubtful. In order to keep the operating 
frequency below the electronic resonance frequency, relatively high bias 
fields are required. This then requires high pumping fields which place 
substantially higher power requirements on the pump source. Whereas the 
losses in the tank circuit of the parametron and in the material amounted 
to only about three milliwatts for seven mc/s operation, it is estimated 
that losses would be in the order of 10 to 20 milliwatts at 500 mc/s. A 
continuation of the work described here will include a study of the thin 
film parametron operation at these higher frequencies. 
C. Thin Film Inductors as Parametric Amplifier Elements 
In addition to parametron operation, which is in reality a degenerate 
type of parametric amplifier operating under oscillatory conditions, thin 
film inductors can be used as the nonlinear reactance elements in para­
metric emplifiers. In this section, some considerations of such an appli­
cation to negative resistance, lumped constant parametric amplifier 
circuits will be given for the case where the maximum angle of rotation $ 
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of the magnetization vector M is small and where the maximum frequency of 
operation is low enough that the elements shunting the nonlinear in­
ductance of Fig. 4 can be neglected* 
1. Multiple component small transverse signal inputs 
With a single frequency pumping field, assume the inductance of the 
transverse winding is given by Eq. 18, the quasi-static expression for in­
ductance under the assumption of small angles of rotation. Consider the 
somewhat restricted case where the only transverse magnetic fields in the 
film arise from currents flowing in the transverse winding itself rather 
than in a parallel winding. Further, suppose that this current contains 
many different frequency components, not necessarily harmonically related 
such that the current can be expressed as 
06 
iT - L Ijh sin (cûjnt + 8%). 50 
The flux linkage in the transverse winding is then found by taking the 
product of Eq. 18 and Eq. 50 to give 
A T " Lo (1 + ag/2) + £ ("l)n®n cos a»pt r Im aln («W + 8k) 
n«l ,m«0 
" L0(l + aj/2) £ ^ sin (a^t + 9^) 
m*0 
00 00 
+ L0 E Z (-1)%^ cos ntoyt sin (co^t + 8m). 
n*l m=0 
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The latter terms of Eq. 51 can be written as 
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L0 Z Z (-l)nan(lB/2) 
n*l m*0 
sin[ - sin[ (ntUp-WmH-^] 
Substituting this into Eq. 51 and then taking the first derivative with 
respect to time gives the induced voltage in the transverse winding as 
eT - + L0(l + b-Q/z) £ cos (o^pt + 
m=l 
+ Lo Z Z (-l)n=nV2 
n-1 m*0 
(ncàp+tû^) cos [ (nwp+(%)t+@m] 
- (nmp-tom) cos [ (m.p-fflm)t-9m] 
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Suppose that one now considers the power input to jthé transverse 
winding by each of the current components of Eq. 50 teken individually. 
In doing this consider the winding resistance to be external to the 
winding itself. Call the current component of interest is where ia * IB 
sin (tog + Qs). The instantaneous power input to the transverse winding 
due to this current is Pjn-s ™ *sET 'here ej is given by Eq. 52. Taking 
this product and expanding by trigonometric identities gives 
Pin-s = L0(l + V2) Z «mdsV2) 
m"l 
00 00 
+ Lc Z Z (.1)X(ISV4) 
n*l m=0 
is in [(<% i to8)t + 6m i es] 
î(ncop + tûfo) sin 
Kmip + % ± tos)t • % ± ©s] ? (otop - e^) sin 
[(nap - «m i toa)t - ©jj Î 68] 
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where the upper signs go together and where both the upper and the lower 
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signs must be included in the summation. 
The average power input to the transverse winding supplied by the 
source of the current is can be found from Eq. 53 by use of the integral 
fT 
pin-s " llm (1/2 I) Pm-s dt* 54 
T->~ 
It can readily be seen from Eq. 53 that the average power input to the 
transverse winding will be zero unless there are certain values of N and M 
where for n * N and n « M, a given s will meet at least, one of the follow­
ing six conditions: 
(a) 
(b) û|$ * t(NCÛp + tog) 
(c) a# - i(Nûùp - tog). 
Since all frequencies are assumed to be positive real, the conditions 
given by the negative signs of (a) and (b) can never contribute to the 
average power input. In addition, unless a>s— N<0p the negative sign of (c) 
can not contribute. Likewise unless <ûg<Hcûp, the positive sign of (c) does 
not contribute to the average power. If i8 is the total current at the 
angular frequency ma flowing in the transverse winding, one has for con­
dition (a) that M = s. In such a case Qjj = 0S and hence the first term of 
Eq. 53 contributes nothing to the average power. Under certain conditions, 
however, all the current at my • tog may not be a direct result of the 
current ia from the source. In this case one must consider whether or not 
M = s whenever the condition oi^ * oig arises. There now are three other 
conditions to consider, viz., 
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(V) " Ntop + tog 
(c') (^ - Stop - tog 
(c") Oj[ • tog - Ntip. 
A general consideration of all the facets of these conditions is well 
beyond the scope of this thesis. However, if the subscript s is taken to 
indicate an externally supplied signal, ikes three cases are of practical 
interest, viz., 
(i) toy • Stop + tog and os^t • S«p - tog when <og « Ntop 
(ii) » Ntop - tog when t»a % Stop and/or 
" -Ntop + tog t when oi81 > Ntop 
(iii) tojjf * Ntop - to8 when »s < Ntop. 
Cases (l) and (ii) indicate the possibility of using thin film inductors 
as suppressed carrier balanced modulators and demodulators respectively. 
A discussion of the first of these possibilities will be postponed until 
later and a discussion of the second will not be attempted. The relation­
ships in (iii) are the same as those given by Eowe and Manley (35, 36) for 
the case of nonlinear reactance parametric amplifiers. A consideration of 
the amplifier possibilities follows next. 
2. The thin film inductor in a parametric amplifier 
It is customary in analyzing parametric amplifiers to assume that the 
tuned circuits in the system prevent current flow from all but a very few 
of the great many harmonic and interproduot voltages induced by the action 
of the nonlinear element. This assumption is made in the interest of 
simplicity and ease of analysis. Here also in the interest of simplicity. 
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it will "be Resumed that the circuit elements external to the thin film 
inductor so restrict the flow of current that only the two currents and 
ig of Eq. 50 which have the frequency relationship + mg = &*p can flow 
in the transverse winding, all other currents at other frequencies being 
negligible. Using Eq. 54 to evaluate the time average of Eq. 53 for this 
condition and noting that = N»p - mg and that wg ° Maip - one has 
pin-l " ("1)N+1 ^©(îi^A^i sin (0X + @g) 55 
and 
pin-2 " (-1)N+1 a^(liIg/4)cog sin (ôj. + @g). 56 
It is also customary in circuit theory to associate a resistance with the 
concept of power. Therefore assume that the resistive component of the 
input impedance to the inductor at toj is %n-l and at <ng is E^n_g. The re­
spective powers at these frequencies can be expressed as Pin_i = (l/z)l^ 
Rin-1 811(1 pin-2 " (l/2)lg^ %n-2* these are equated with Bqs. 55 and 
56 one has an expression for the input resistance as 
Rin-1 = (1/2)(l2/li)(-1 f+\*sL0 sin (6X + 6g) 57 
and 
Rin-2 * (1/2)(Ii/l2)(-l)N+1a>2aNL0 sin (8X + 9g). 58 
In terms of the simplified system with only two currents permitted to 
flow in the inductor, and subject to the condition that + mg • Ship, one 
can re-examine Eq. 52. Equation 52 can be reduced in complexity by this 
simplification and then upon performing a trigonometric expansion and the 
collecting of similar terms one has 
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®T " IiC08(ait+@i)(wiLo)[(l+8o/2)-(-l)^aQ(l2/^Il)co8(82+@2)] 
+ I1sin(ffl1t+e1)(miL0)[(-l)N+1aN(l2/2I1)sin(©1+92)] 
+ Igcos (CÙGT+Qg ) (CÛ2L0)[ (l+ajj/2 )-(-l)Najj(l^/2Ï2 )cos (ô^+Qg )] 
+ IgsinCtûgt+ôg ) (%Lo)[ (-l)^^ag(l^/2l2 )sin(@i+@2 )] 
+ higher frequency terms. 
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Comparing Eq. 59 with Eqs. 57 and 58 one notes that the coefficient of the 
transverse winding voltage components in phase with the input currents 
and i2 is simply Wiat was identified in the earlier equations as the re­
sistive component of the input impedance of the transverse winding. The 
coefficient of the components of transverse winding voltage that is 90 
degrees out of phase with the input currents can then be identified as the 
reactive components of the input impedance, the higher frequency terms 
being neglected. The reactive components of the input impedance of the 
transverse winding at the two angular frequencies CÙJ and COG are then 
Xin-1 ° -lLoCU + ao/2) " (V2)(I2A1 )C"1 )N&H cos (el + @2)] 
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and 
Xin-2 " c^I-oC d * V2) " (l/2)diA> )(-l)\ cos (@1 + e2)]. 
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Suppose the transverse winding is now connected into a circuit such 
that looking back into the circuit from the terminals of the transverse 
winding one sees at an angular frequency of oa^ a resistance R^ and a re­
actance which is the negative of Eq. 60 and at &*2 a resistance of Rg and a 
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reactance which is the negative of Eq. 61. The total impedance around the 
system, to the current i% flawing in the transverse winding will be a re­
sistance R% * &1 + Rin-1 snct to the current ig a resistance Rjj » Rg + 
Rin-2• If 811 equivalent voltage source e^ at an angular frequency of 
causes the current i% * 1% sin (<ù]t + 9^) to flow in circuit I including 
the transverse winding, and if the only voltage source in circuit II is 
stray pickup and thermal noise so that the magnitude of any ig is very 
small, it will be noted that Rj will essentially be equal to R^ and that 
®in-2 will be very much larger than Rg provided sin (9^ + 0g) / 0. It is 
not difficult to visualize that there will be momentary transient currents 
in circuit II which will have at some instant the proper phase 6g to make 
(-l)I*+* sin (9% + 9g) negative, thus making RJJ negative and causing the 
momentary current ig to increase. Since R^n„^ has the same sign as Rj^.g» 
R% will then decrease allowing ij to increase, which in turn increases ig, 
and so forth until an equilibrium point is reached where Rg + Rj.n-g * 0 and 
ig " Ig sin (oagt + 9g ), <og = Nwp - During this build up process, the 
phase angles 9% and 92 may shift somewhat from their initial values as a 
result of detuning changes occurring as the reactance and resistance in the 
circuit change. In the terminology of parametric amplifier practice, 
circuit I above is called the signal circuit and circuit II the idler 
circuit. 
Since Rg + Rj.n-2 " 0, one can solve for the terms common to both Rj 
and RJI and obtain at equilibrium 
(l2/l1)(R2A2) - (l/2)(-l)%L0 sin (9i + 92). 62 
Substituting Eq. 62 into the expression for Rj gives 
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Ri - Rl - (i2/i1)2(f1/f2)R2. 63 
From Eq. 62 one can see that since the inductance coefficient a# increases 
with increasing pump current, the ratio (ig/li) will likewise increase as 
the pump current increases. Equation 63 then shows that the total re­
sistance in circuit r will decrease as pump current increases? This de­
crease in the resistance of circuit I will give rise to an increase in 1%. 
For a given increase in pump current, the exact magnitude of this increase 
will be very dependent upon just how well the reactance elements in circuit 
I are tuned out. 
If one is interested in amplification at the signal frequency f% • 
mi/2n and if it is assumed that the useful load makes up the majority of 
the resistance Rj, then a measure of the power gain at f% can be made by 
calculating the I^R^ values with and without the pump on. A simple alge­
braic computation gives the ratio of power with pump to power without pump 
as 
1 
relative signal power gain • —p =r?. 64 
I23R2/f3 
" 
If instead the system is to act as a frequency converter and if the 
resistance Rg is the load, then a measure of the conversion gain of the 
system is the ratio of the output power at the idler frequency fg - o)g/2n 
to the signal power input at fj. Again a simple computation gives this 
gain as 
relative converter power gain 
Vfi 
- 1 
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Equations 64 end 65 do not appear to be of any great value in com­
puting power gains in a practical situation because of the difficulties in 
determining the ratio of the two currents. These equations do show, how­
ever, that both power geins increase without limit as the energy lost 
during a cycle of the signal frequency approaches the energy lost during a 
cycle of the idler frequency. "When this point is reached where the two 
losses are equal, the system will have infinite power gain, and be capable 
of sustained outputs without inputs. At this point the system will break 
into oscillation, simultaneously oscillating at both frequencies f% and fg, 
where conditions still require that cu^ + cog * N«p. 
3. Experimental verification of the thin film parametric amplifier 
The analytical developments of the preceding paragraphs indicate the 
potential usefulness of inductors made of thin ferromagnetic films in 
parametric amplifier circuits. Some exploratory investigations were there­
fore made in which a 6000 angstrom permalloy film was used as the nonlinear 
element. 
In order to instrument a simple experimental system with equipment 
readily available, a pump frequency in the range of 24 to 28 mc/s and sig­
nal frequencies in the range of 8 to 12 mc/s were chosen. Investigation in 
this frequency range permitted direct viewing of the r.f. output voltage on 
a Hewlett-Packard 15OA Oscilloscope without the necessity of any inter­
vening demodulation devices. 
Figure 15 is a schematic diagram of the circuit used in most of the 
investigation described in this section. The transistor oscillator was ad­
justable over e. range of 20 to 30 mc/s. Its r.f. output was controlled by 
F$g. 15. The schematic diagram of the exploratory parametric 
amplifier used in this study 
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adjusting the d.c. power supply voltage either manually or by the shunting 
pulse circuit shown as x" - y". Physically the signal winding consisted 
of about 40 turns of Ko. 40 enamel wire wound around the permalloy film-
glass substrate core as depicted in Fig. 1(B) to give a rectangular coil 
having inside dimensions of l/4 by l/4 by 6/lOQO inches. The pump winding 
was wound with some 30 turns of No. 28 enamel wire to form a rectangular 
coil having a cross section of 5/8 by l/lO inches and a length of l/4 inch. 
The signal winding slipped into the center of the pump winding and was ad­
justed to be mutually perpendicular to it. The arrangement here was almost 
identical except for physical size to that used in the paremetron studies. 
The bias winding was wound parallel to the pump winding on a form which 
served to keep the two windings separated by at least one-fourth inch. 
This separation kept the strey capacitance of the pump winding near a mini­
mum. Figure 2, as previously mentioned, shows the signal winding in­
ductance of this arrangement as a function of a d.c. bias current Ig in the 
bias winding or of a d.c. current Ib in the pump winding. 
Figure 16 is an actual frequency response curve of the system of Fig. 
15 as the input frequency is swept over a range. The different traces 
correspond to different pump powers and to different loads. The center of 
the sweep in each case is 9.5 mc/s with a sweep scale of 50 kc/s per di­
vision. Data obtained from this photograph end from data recorded at the 
time it was taken were used to plot Fig. 17. The lettered points on Fig. 
17 correspond to data from the various traces of Fig. 16. 
Some rough measurements indicated that approximately 25 percent of the 
d.c. input power to the pump oscillator was actually lost in the pump 
windings. Of this amount, very little was actually film loss since com-
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Fig. 16. The frequency, response characteristic of the circuit 
of Fig. 15 for different pumping powers as indicated on 
Fig. 17 for C4 • 0, a center frequency = 9.5 mc/s and 
a sweep rate * 50 kc/s per division 
(A-D) " 2700 ohms 
(B-G) RL - » 
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(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D) 
Fig. 18. The frequency response characteristic of the circuit of 
Fig. 15 for different d.c, bias currents, R^ " a 
center frequency " 9.5 mc/s and a sweep rate * 50 kc/s 
per division 
(A) Ig = 20 ma (pump off) 
(B-D) Ig = 20, 15 and 10 ma respectively (pump on) 
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Fig. 19. The signal response of the two frequency parametric 
amplifier of Fig. 15 for a pump frequency of 26 mc/s 
(A) The direct output (pump off) of a 10 mc/s carrier 
sigâal 100 percent modulated by a 500 cps modu­
lât non signal as illustrated in (D) 
(B) The maximum possible stable conventional parametric 
ampHifier gain of 22 db 
(C) The 66 db gain and resultant output waveform with 
supesrregenerative amplifier operation and externally 
gated at 10 kc/s 
plete removal of the transverse inductor had very little effect on the 
magnitude of the pump voltage. The low-level Q of the pump tank circuit 
was measured by the resonance curve method to be about 30. 
Figure 18 shows en attempt to obtain a larger bandwidth than shown in 
Fig. 16. To accomplish this, Cg was shorted out and C4, Cg and the mutual 
inductance of the transformer adjusted to give a response typical of an 
over-coupled i.f. .stage. Next C^ end Cg were adjusted to give the re­
sponse with pump power applied shown as Fig. 18(B). With pump power off, 
the response was that of Fig. 18(A). A decrease in the bias current 
changed the average velue of signal winding inductance end thus the tuning 
of the system resulting in the responses of Figs. 18(c) and 18(D). The 
bias current, gain and bandwidths as measured from Fig. 18 are respectively 
20 ma., 16.1 db and 130 kc/s for Fig. 18(B), 15 ma, 11.8 db end 195 kc/s 
for Fig. 18(c) and 10 ma, 6.9 db and 286 kc/s for Fig. 18(D). The center 
frequency of the sweep is 9.5 mc/s in each case with a sweep scale of 50 
kc/s per division. 
Scmie recent investigators (52, 53) have reported extremely high gains 
in using parametric amplifiers as superregenerative detectors. Figure 19 
illustrates the operation of the ; two frequency amplifier previously de­
scribed both as a conventional parametric emplifi éF ànd eg a superregener­
ative amplifier. Figure 19(A) shows the 500 cps 100 percent modulated 10 
mc/s output signal with the pump power off. When maximum pump power was 
applied so that the system was just short of oscillation, the output in­
creased by about 22 db to that shown in Fig. 19(B). When the externally 
controlled modulation circuit x" - y" periodically varied the power supply 
voltage to the pump oscillator in a manner similar to that shown in Fig. 
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20(A), the pump oscillator output varied in a manner similar to that shown 
in Fig. 20(B). The voltage of the pump power sv.pply was then adjusted so 
that when the pump oscillator output was a maximum, the signal circuit was 
oscillatory while at a pump output minimum the signal circuit was damped. 
When, in such a situation, the signal circuit changes from being damped to 
being oscillatory, the oscillation begins to grow from whatever initial 
conditions are present in the circuit at that time. If the initial signal 
conditions are large, the final amp lit ude ; r;e acl^d • ; à^er4 a 4 ixèui ; per ï <i>d of 
time is relatively larger than the final amplitude reached when the initial 
signal conditions are small. Within given limits the final signal is es­
sentially a constant times the input. 
In circuit operation cf this type, an amplitude gain of several 
thousandfold can be obtained. With the same input as in Figs. 19(A) and 
19(B), Fig. 19(C) represents such a case where the amplitude of the pulses 
represents a gain of approximately 66 db or a factor of 2000 over the out­
put with the pump off. Figure 19(D) allows a comparison to be made between 
the waveform of the actual 500 cps modulation voltage fed to the signal 
generator end the final peak amplitudes of the superregenerative amplifier 
pulses. 
. The signal circuit of Fig. 15 was then considerably simplified so that . 
it contained only the séries combination of 1^, Lg and Cg, all other ele­
ments except Lp being removed. The oscilloscope was then connected across 
Lj and the circuit tuned to one-half the pump frequency which was lowered 
to 24 mc/s. Figures 20(A) and 20(B) show the 25 kc/s modulation on the 
pump oscillator power supply and the oscillator output, while Fig. 20(C) 
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(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D) 
Fig. 20. The response characteristic of a degenerate superregenerative 
amplifier with a pump frequency of 24 mc/s 
(A) The power supply modulation to the pump oscillator 
amounting to approximately 20 percent of total voltage 
(B) The modulation on the output of the pump oscillator 
(c) The growth and decay of the 12 mc/s parametron type 
oscillations for an excessive pump drive 
(D) The superregenerative amplifier output for an external 
gate frequency of 25 kc/s and a 12 mc/s input signal 
modulated 120 percent by a 1000 ops modulation signal 
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shows a case of excess pump power resulting in extreme saturation in the 
signal circuit. The exponential build-up time of approximately five 
microseconds is readily seen. The operation of this circuit is identical 
to that of the parametron circuit described earlier. The rate of rise in 
this instance was considerably less than the case of the parametron how­
ever. In a properly designed system having a large gain per cycle and a 
large overall gain, such a circuit might prove useful as a simple re­
ceiver. Figure 20(D) illustrates the operation of a superregenerative de­
tector giving approximately a 2000-fold gain for a 1000 cps 120 percent 
modulated input signal. 
4. Summary comments on the thin film parametric amplifier 
The thin film parametric amplifier has been analyzed on the basis of 
the lossless quasi-static model discussed in Section A. In order to ana­
lyze thin film parametric amplification at much higher frequencies, the 
losses in the magnetic material must be included. This means that the 
dynamic model of Fig. 4 must be used resulting in greatly increased diffi­
culties of analysis as evidenced by the involved discussion on paramétrons. 
To date no experimental work has been done using thin films as parametric 
amplifiers at anything other then with pump frequencies in the range of 10 
to 30 mc/s. A further study of the parametric amplifier possibilities of 
thin films both with regards to operation in the several hundred megacycle 
per second region and with regards to the noise problems in such amplifiers 
is planned for the near future. Since thin films have not heretofore been 
used in devices of this type, little or no information is available con­
cerning noise levels that might be expected. The physical systems used in 
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the experimental measurements presented in this thesis were not suitable 
for making good noise measurements. The whole question of noise gener­
ation in thin films is further canplicated by the fact that there are many 
problems with regards to the ferromagnetism of the film itself that are 
not well understood. 
At the present time one can not predict the practicality of thin 
ferromagnetic film parametric amplifiers in actual systems. Much will de­
pend upon the results of the noise and the high frequency studies yet to 
be made and upon the development of a more optimum configuration for the 
film and the windings. One of the most difficult problems experienced was 
that of properly aligning the two windings and the film. The problem of 
alignment can be attacked in two ways. It is possible to evaporate films 
that have a much smeller anisotropy than the films used in the experiments 
described in this thesis. This would of itself make the system much less 
sensitive to alignment although some of the problem would still remain. 
Another attack on the alignment problem would be to use a sandwich 
technique as shown in Pig. 21. In addition, low anisotropy films could 
also be used advantageously here. One of the windings could be etched on 
one side of a thin etched-circuit board and the other etched mutually 
perpendicular on the opposite side. The arrangement shown has a zero 
mutual inductance between the pump and the signal windings in the absence 
of any films. Capacitive coupling can be minimized by connecting the 
center tap on one or both windings to the ground plane of the overall 
system. Suppose that eight films are evaporated on a common substrate with 
their easy directions parallel to each other and to the center line of the 
output winding as illustrated in Fig. 21. Assume these eight films are 
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Fig. 21. A proposed thin film inductor; using sandwich type construction 
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mounted film side down nearest the etched wiring with only a thin insu­
lation separating the winding end the film and that eight more films are 
similarly placed on the under side. Since the two windings are mutually 
perpendicular to each other end fixed, the alignment procedure reduces to 
one where the films alone are moved. Once alignment is achieved, this 
sandwich could be encapsulated to make the alignment permanent. To pro­
vide shielding against stray magnetic fields the sandwich should be mag­
netically shielded by a high permeability material. 
Since one of the reasons for the alignment was to reduce pump feed-
through and inasmuch as the alignment : is determined by a physical orienta­
tion which can be expected to retain, its placement even against rather 
severe mechanical and thermal conditions, a circuit element of this type 
promises to have many advantages npt presently available in many other 
systems. 
A portion of the preceding discussion on the thin film parametric 
amplifier was presented as a conference paperand is presently ih^the"proc­
ess of being published in the Proceedings of the lbS9; National Electronics 
Conference (54). A five column review of the conference paper was made by 
the editors of Electronics and published in the Research and Development 
Section of one of their recent issues (55). 
D. A Thin Film Inductor as a Balanced Modulator 
In the discussion of parametric amplifiers it was mentioned briefly in 
passing that a similar circuit might be useful as a modulator. The term 
modulator is used here to represent a device in which a low frequency sig­
nal is used to vary the amplitude of a carrier signal of much higher 
frequency. Since all parametric amplifiers in the broad overall sense are 
modulators regardless of the relative frequencies of the two signals it is 
not surprising to expect the thin film inductor to also be useful as a 
modulator in the case where one frequency is much less than the other. In 
the discussion to follow it will be pointed out that if the windings and 
the film are properly aligned, then there will be no carrier frequency 
voltages induced in the output winding, the output voltage containing only 
the sideband frequencies. The possibility of a suppressed carrier side­
band modulator in such a;simpie package merits consideration of the thin 
film inductor as a balanced modulator under a separate heading. 
1. The balanced modulator circuit 
Suppose a pair of mutually perpendicular windings are wound around 
the film with an alignment as shown schematically in Fig. 1(B) SO that the 
axis of one winding, hereafter called the carrier rather than the pump 
winding as heretofore, is parallel to the rest direction of the film while 
the axis of the second winding, hereafter called the output winding rather 
than the signal winding as before, lies parallel to the transverse di­
rection of the film. A modulation winding can be added in parallel with 
the output winding, or the output winding itself can be used as the modu­
lation winding. It is to be noted that because of the mutually perpendicu­
lar orientation of the windings, no voltage is induced in the output 
winding if no currents flow in either the modulation or output windings. 
A d.c. modulation input is somewhat easier to visualize than an a.c. 
input. At the same time it allows a simple qualitative description to be 
given which provides a good introduction to the balanced modulator oper-
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at ion. Consider Pig. 1 again. Suppose a d.c. bias current Ib and a 
single frequency carrier current ie at an angular frequency of o>c flows in 
the carrier winding and that a d.c. current flows in a separate modulation 
winding not shorn in Fig. 1(B) but in parallel with the output winding. 
This current establishes a magnetic field in the transverse direction pro­
ducing a torque on the magnetization vector M and causing it to rotate 
through an angle )i. This establishes a flux linkage in the output winding. 
Once M is rotated away from its rest position, the fields established by 
the a.c. carrier current in the carrier winding exert further forces on M. 
These alternating forces cause the vector M to be rocked back and forth 
around some equilibrium value of constantly changing the magnetic flux 
linking- the output winding. This induces a voltage in the output winding 
at the frequency of the carrier and of en amplitude determined largely by 
the value of the equilibrium angle of. rotation established by the amplitude 
of the d.c. current. Some nonlinearity with respect to modulation current 
is to be expected since this is a rotational phenomenon. This, however, 
can be kept small if the maximum angle of is kept small. A variable ca­
pacitor can be placed across the terminals of the output winding and the 
output circuit tuned to resonance. This permits at least partial sup­
pression of carrier harmonics and increases the useful amplitude of the 
output. 
A time varying modulation current slowly rotates M back and forth 
around the rest direction position while the carrier current rapidly rocks 
M around its equilibrium position. It is easy to see from this very quali­
tative description how a voltage such as the one shown in Fig. 22(G) for an 
actual experimental model can result. This is suppressed carrier double 
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sideband modulation. 
With this qualitative picture in mind this problem may be analyzed 
somewhat more quantitatively. Reference to Eq. 52 shows that the voltage 
induced in the output winding contains among other frequencies, the side­
band sum and difference frequencies of the carrier and the modulation com­
ponents but no carrier frequency as such. In this case one associates the 
symbol for pump angular frequency oip with the symbol for carrier angular 
frequency <o0, the latter symbol being used in the remainder of this dis­
cussion. Since the values of the a^'s for n > 1 are much smaller than a^ 
for carrier amplitudes such that y* is in the order of 0.5 or less, Eq. 52 
can be approximated as 
CO 
®T * M1 + V2) E cos (ca^t + 
m*l 
+ £ *iW2 
m«0 
(*c + (4a) 008 t(toc + *m)t + 
- (°>c - «O cos [(oic - (%)t - i mc. 
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The output of the modulator can be taken as the voltage across the terminals 
of the output winding. It is evident that tuning the output circuit with a 
capacitor across the output terminals will reduce those sideband components 
of the harmonics of the carrier frequency that do exist. Furthermore, since 
the maximum modulation frequency in any practical system must be limited to 
values considerably below the carrier frequency, the first summation in Eq. 
66 will normally be small compared with the second summation so that the 
second predominates for any reasonable magnitude of carrier amplitude. The 
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fact that the amplitudes of the two sidelbands are somewhat different is of 
no real concern since this can be corrected "by the gein-frequency charac­
teristics of the amplifying stages that -always follow such modulators. 
The preceding analysis is based upca the premise that the two 
windings are mutually perpendicular to e aoh other and that the axis of the 
carrier winding is exactly parallel to tie rest direction of the magneti­
zation. If this is not quite the case sad the carrier winding axis is 
tilted somewhat from being parallel to tie rest direction, a voltage at 
the carrier frequency will be induced in.the output circuit even with no 
modulation signal present. By a suitable choice of an external magnetic 
field and/or rotation of the output winding, it is possible to find an 
equilibrium point inhere the zero-modulation induced carrier voltage in the 
output winding is again zero. The system, however, no longer has the 
simple symmetry of Fig. 1(B). Because the anisotropy of the film, the 
equilibrium angle of rotation 0 of the vector ~M will be different for a 
positive instantaneous magnitude of modulation signal than for a negative 
one of the same magnitude. Thus, unless the system is completely sym­
metrical as illustrated in Fig. 1 there -will be a substantial carrier feed-
through into the output circuit with modulation end true balanced modulator 
operation will not occur. Any practical, system utilizing this technique 
must therefore have a means for accurately aligning the two windings and 
the film relative to one another. A configuration similar to that of Fig. 
21 appears to offer this possibility. 
One of the anticipated advantages of permalloy films for application 
in balanced modulators is their relatively stable characteristics as a 
function of temperature. Although this has not been explored in great de-
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tail, there is good reason to suppose that a modulator could be built 
having characteristics with negligible temperature coefficients, particu­
larly with respect to carrier feedthrough, over the temperature range of 
at least from -100 to +100 degrees Centigrade. Furthermore the frequency 
characteristics of permalloy are such that one should be able to build 
tiodulatora using permalloy films that operate with carrier frequencies 
from a few hundred kilocycles to at least several tens of megacycles per 
second. 
2. Experimental verification of the thin film balanced modulator 
The experimental verification of the feasibility of using thin film 
inductors as balanced modulators was made using the same film and windings 
es used in the amplifier investigation. The frequency of the transistor 
oscillator of Fig. 15 was lowered to approximately 12 mc/s. All circuit 
components connected to the transverse winding of Fig. 5 were removed and a 
variable tuning capacitor connected across the terminals. The ungrounded 
terminal of the transverse winding was connected through a 5600 ohm re­
sistor to an audio oscillator which was used to supply the modulation 
current. 
Using this circuit one can obtain both suppressed carrier and nonsup-
pressed carrier amplitude modulation. If the film and windings are de­
liberately misaligned, it is possible to obtain outputs resembling con­
ventional amplitude modulation. Figures 22(A) and 22(c) illustrate such 
outputs, the first representing what is called a 100 percent modulated 
carrier while the second represents approximately 60 percent modulation. 
In each of these instances, the modulation signal had a frequency of two 
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Fig. 22. Typical amplitude modulated output voltages from a thin 
film balanced modulator for sinusoidal modulation signals 
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kc/s. The waveform of the modulation signal is shown in Figs. 22(B) and 
22(D). 
When the windings and film bias were adjusted to give a minimum output 
with zero modulation, the residual output due to carrier feedthrough from 
stray coupling and the zero modulation signal were observed to be quite 
small as illustrated by Figs. 22(E) and 22(F). There is little difference 
between the oscilloscope trace widths in the two cases indicating that the 
carrier feedthrough was indeed quite low. Simple measurements indicated 
that even for this crude circuit arrangement, the output without modulation 
was at least 30 decibels lower then the output for a reasonable modulation 
signal. No measurement of carrier feedthrough with modulation could be 
made because of equipment unavailability. This, however, could be ap­
preciable if the film end the windings are not correctly aligned so that 
the system is completely symmetrical about the rest direction of the film's 
magnet ization. 
Figure 22(G) shows a typical suppressed carrier double sideband output 
with the two kc/s sinusoidal modulation signal shown in Fig. 22(H). To 
illustrate the linearity of this thin film modulator, the oscilloscope 
traces of Figs. 22(G) and 22(H) were moved together to give Fig. 22(i). It 
can be seen that the envelope of the modulated waveform coincides very well 
with the waveform of the modulation signal. 
Something of the wideband character of this type of modulator is 
illustrated by Figs. 22(j) and 22(E). The first of these shows the over­
lapping waveforms of the output end modulation signals for a 20 kc/s modu­
lation frequency while Fig. 22(E) shows the same thing for a 20 ops modu­
lation signal. The only adjustments made between Figs. 22(i), 22(j) and 
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22(%) was the frequency of the audio oscillator and the sweep speed of the 
oscilloscope. The magnitude of the output voltage of Pig. 22 was approxi­
mately two volts peek-to-peak throughout. 
To check the possibility of using such a modulator as a radio 
frequency gating device and as a video modulator, a square wave generator 
was substituted for the audio oscillator used previously. Figures 23(A) 
end 23(B) again show the near zero output for a zero modulation signal in­
put. Figure 23(C) shows the output waveform for the 100 kc/s square wave 
modulation signal shown in Fig. 23(D). Figure 23(E) shows the two traces 
moved together so that a better comparison of the two waveforms could be 
made. Lowering the amplitude of the modulation signal lowered the output 
accordingly as illustrated by Fig. 23(F). To illustrate that the modula­
tion response is good even for low modulation frequencies, the 10 ops 
modulation and output are shown in Figs. 23(H) and 23(G) respectively. The 
ringing shown in Fig. 23(c) and 23(E) was a result of the transient due to 
the square wave current pulse in the output winding and was present whether 
or not the carrier was on. The amount of this ringing could be reduced 
relative to the output- signal by a much tighter coupling between the output 
winding end the film. This could easily be the case in a circuit of more 
optimum design such as that proposed at the end of the amplifier discussion. 
3. Summary comments on the thin film balanced modulator 
The results of this early investigation were very encouraging indi­
cating that a more extensive investigation should be made of this device. 
Mr. R. L. Samuels then proceeded to start such an investigation as a part 
of his Master of Science degree program. Although his work is still inccan-
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Fig. 23. Amplitude modulated output voltages from a thin film 
balanced modulator for square wave modulation signals 
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plete, Samuels' results to this writing have been quite successful and 
serve as much better confirmations of the feasibility of the use of thin 
film inductors in balanced modulator circuits than the experimental re­
sults presented above. For a more detailed study of the thin film 
balanced modulator, the reader is referred to Mr. Samuels' thesis which is 
scheduled to be deposited in the Iowa State University Library in the near 
future. 
In view of the novelty and simplicity of this device, a paper de­
scribing its operation and the experimental results so far obtained was 
prepared by Samuels and this writer and presented in early February of 
this year before the 1960 Winter Convention on Military Electronics (56). 
This paper is to be submitted for publication in ths near future. A four 
column summary of the paper was prepared by the editors of Electronics 
and published in the research and development section of one of their 
recent issues (57). 
Balanced modulators are very widely used in radio communication e-
quipment. Presently used schemes for obtaining suppressed carrier outputs 
are subject to many problems with regards to keeping the system in proper 
balance since they are in general quite sensitive to temperature and carri­
er amplitude changes. It is believed that these will not be serious 
problems in the thin film modulator although further study is required to 
check this. The generation of undesired harmonics is a problem encountered 
in balanced modulator work. This is not believed to be a serious problem 
either although this too must be checked experimentally. There is good 
reason to hope that in the final analysis the thin film inductor will be 
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found to be competitive with if not superior to the present methods for 
obtaining suppressed carrier amplitude modulated outputs. 
Most of the discussion so far has more or less assumed that the modu­
lation signal was continuously varying as would be the case for aa audio 
or a video modulating signal. However, this need not be the case. If 
parametron logic circuits should ever prove feasible, then gate circuits 
that are in every aspect identical with what has been discussed here as 
the balanced modulator can be expected to find wids application as 
coupling units between and into end out of paramétrons. In the case of a 
gate circuit, the modulation signal will be a rectangular gate pulse of 
either positive or negative polarity. It is easy to see that the phase of 
the output signal for a negative gate pulse will be exactly the negative 
of the output signal for a positive gate pulse, i.e., the two outputs will 
differ by exactly 180 degrees but will have the same amplitude. Seme con­
siderations of the use of a thin film balanced modulator as a gate in this 
manner is given in a paper already cited during the discussion of para­
métrons (50). 
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III. DISCUSSION 
The investigation reported in the preceding pages concerns a new 
circuit element, the thin film inductor, which utilizes the uingle mag­
netic domain character of certain ferromagnetic materials when properly 
deposited in sufficiently thin layers. These thin film inductors possess 
some very exciting properties, some of which may prove of practical utility 
in the future. This circuit element can be used most effectively as a 
parametric device. The applications of thin film inductors to paramétrons, 
to parametric amplifiers and to balanced modulators have already been dis­
cussed in some detail. These are related yet distinct applications of the 
seme general circuit concept of a time varying reactance interacting with 
an input signal or signals to produce new but interrelated frequencies. 
A number of other possibilities related to the ones already discussed 
in detail come to mind as being worthy of future investigation. One such 
possibility is the traveling wave parametric amplifier transmission line. 
Both the forward wave and the backward wave types would be of interest. 
Similar lines have been successfully constructed using variable capacitance 
diodes. 
Another possibility for a new device is the utilization of the 
balanced modulator concept to design a frequency upconverting amplifier for 
the linear amplification of low level low frequency signals. The ultimate 
low level will depend upon the final results of the modulator studies. At 
present minimum current sensitivities of considerably less than a micro­
ampere appear reasonable. If perfected, such a unit should be very rugged 
and stable and could conceivably be used to replace galvanometer type de­
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vices in many applications. 
A third possibility that seems worthy of some initial investigation 
is a type of balanced modulator. Instead of a modulation current, however, 
one could conceivably use a magnetic field such as one finds in the vi­
cinity of a magnetic recording tape. Used in the recording head of a tape 
recorder or similar device, the instantaneous output of the unit would be 
directly proportional to the instantaneous field intensity and would not 
be dependent upon the rate at which the tape was moving. Besides being 
potentially useful in conventional tape recording units, it could be used 
in the case of a thin film parametron computer to convert from a magnetic 
tape or drum memory directly to the parametron logie system at the 
frequency of parametron operation. The phase of this input would be either 
(+) or (-) depending only upon the magnetic polarity of the recording and 
not upon its speed past the reading head. 
In addition to these, there are a number of other possibilities of ap­
plication of thin films which may be impractical. There are undoubtedly a 
large number of other possibilities which have not yet been conceived but 
which may appear as investigation into the details of devices such as those 
described here proceeds. All in all thin film devices appear to be a fruit­
ful area for future investigation. This is in addition to the study of the 
material properties of ferromagnetic films which must accompany any work of 
the device application type. 
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